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Trees, power lines down

Damages reported after
tornado, severe rains

iv
BAD WEATHER — A tornado touched down in Hazel
Friday night and caused
damage t& several structures
including an unoccupied shop
on U.S. 641 (top photo). Severe
rains also made driving very
hazardous throughout
Calloway County.
Staff photos by Matt Sanders

cloudy tonight,
breezy Sunday
Mostly cloudy and very windy today with temperatures
falling from the 50s and mid 60s
into the 40s and 50s by afternoon. Partly cloudy tonight
with lows near 40. Sunny and
breezy Sunday with highs in the
low to mid 50s. Winds westerly
to 35 miles an hour today, with
gusts to 55 miles an hour. Winds
diminishing to 15-to-25 miles an
hour tonight.

From Staff, AP Reports
Troublesome spring weather
continued today in Kentucky, with
eastern portions of the state being
raked by the severe
thunderstorms which a few hours
earlier had spawned two tornadoes in western Kentucky.
A tornado watch for western
portions of the state expired at 3
a.m. EST today, but the National
Weather Service maintained until
8 a.m. a tornado watch in central
and eastern Kentucky.
A small tornado touched down
in Hazel, resulting in severe
damage to a unoccupied house
near the west end of town and to a
shop on U.S. 641. According to
Gene Miller, Hazel fire chief, the
shop was scheduled to be torn
down.
A tobacco barn outside Hazel
also was destroyed. Eddie Huie,
Rt.4, reported an oak tree fell on
his stock barn and collapsed the
roof trapping a horse inside. The
animal was not hurt and he began
efforts this morning to free the
horse.
Several power lines were down
and the town__was_without power
for three hours, Miller said.
Ac.cording to Disaster
Services coordinator
DES deputy James
itt,
n
7;7:
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opened shelters in the

continued its eastward march
after midnight, central and
eastern counties were alerted to
severe weather.
According to NWS reports, a
tornado also touched down near
Sturgis in Union County. Kentucky State Police said that
damage was minimal near
Sturgis.
Although it was in the eastward
path of the heavy weather, Kentucky fared much better than
other states.
At least 24 people were killed by
tornadoes in Texas, Arkansas and
Missouri, and many others were
injured.
NWS offices across the Midwest
reported receiving over 50 tornado
sightings, including 18 in
Missouri, 13 in Arkansas, 10 in
Oklahoma and seven in Texas.
Although the storms had moved
to the east, western Kentucky
wasn't without weather problems
today.
The NWS issued a high-wind
warning for western Kentucky,
southwest Indiana and southeast
Illinois. The weather service that
westerly winds of 20-40 mph could
be expected throughout the day,
with gusts up to 60 mph.
Winds were expected to taper
off by late afternoon.

,

Deputy superintendent gives
Murray accreditation report
Russell Below, deputy assistant
superintendent for instruction,
said an state accreditation report
of the Murray Independent School
District places the system in the
upper quartile of schools in the
state"
Addressing the city school
board in a special meeting Friday
afternoon, Below said the report,
conducted by a committee of state
department and _local district
educators Nov. 1617, revealed the
school system had about 10 minor
deficiencies in 259 categories.
Murray Superintendent Robert
Glin Jeffrey was pleased with the
report. "I feel extremely good.
The committee has done a fine job
along with the members of our
coordinating staff. There are
many good systems in the state
and we are among them."
Murray is one of 15 school
systems in the accreditation program. Systems can receive an
"all clear" designation, Jeffrey
said. The school board has 30 days
to accept the report. After accepting the report, the board then has
45 days to submit a plan for correcting any deficiencies.
The superintendent added, in
order to give board members time
to study the document, the school
board will not consider accepting
the report until its April 22
meeting.
Jeffrey said a committee of administrative officials will be appointed to formulate such a correction plan. He added emphasis

Officials study income surtax
as Reagan hudget alternative
Sources said the negotiators for
WASHINGTON (AP) — White
House officials and a bipartisan the administration and Congress
group of legislators seeking an are considering ideas that would
alternative to President Reagan's produce as much as PO billion in
red-ink budget are studying a 4 mcreased tax revenue for 1983.
A surtax is seen as a possible
percent income surtax as one way
to pare budget deficits, congres- way to compromise conflicting
_demands from the president and
sional sources say.
The sources, who insisted that congressional Democrats.
Reagan insists he will not acthey not be quoted by name, said
delay or elimination of the 10
cept
which
—
would
surtax
a
of
idea
the
apply both to individual and cor- percent personal income tax-rate
porate income — came up during cut scheduled for July 1983, but
wild/ate meeting Friday morning congressional Democrats say
at Vice President George Bush's such a move is necessary to
reduce deficits.
official residence.
Reagan's budget sent to Capitol
However, the sources said, no
decisions were reached in the Hill in February has generated little support. Republicans and
latest in a series of discussions in
volving White House Chief of Staff Democrats alike have said they
'James Baker, White House con- are concerned that record deficits
gressional liaison Kenneth projected in the spending plan
Duberstein and key Republicans may abort the expected economic
and Democrats from the House recovery.
The current private budget
and Senate.
discussions, initiated by the adSenate Majority Leader Howard
taker, R-Tenn., and Rep. James ministration following prompting
Jones, D-Okla., chairman of the from congressional Republicans,
House Budget Committee, are so sensitive that they are bepreviously — on separate occa- ing held at various locations away
sions — raised the possibility of from the Capitol to escape publicity.
enacting a surtax.
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Memorial Baptist •Church and
Calloway County Courthouse. Approximately 20 people reported.
In Murray and the rest of
Calloway County, city police and
Kentucky State Police reported
several downed trees and
transformers and water over
several roads. Murray State
Security said deck furniture was
blown off Elizabeth Hall roof and
two or three windows in Regents
Hall were blown out.
According to a Murray Electric
System spokesman, two power
poles on Waldrop Street were
cracked. Workers currently are
repairing downed lines on Miller
and 16th Streets. Power in the
Dogwood and Crestwood areas
has been off since 1 a.m.
Local weather observer John
Ed Scott said between 2 pm. and
10 Friday, there was 2.98 inches
and between 8 and 10, there was
2.51 inches.
Several strong thunderstorms
moved into western Kentucky late
Friday, triggering heavy rain,
bail and tornadoes. Police said
that po injuries were reported.
The storms produced high winds
and heavy rains aiiircatisM power
outages, uprooting of trees and
some wind damage to buildings.
As the deep low pressure system

ACCREDITATION REPORT — Russell Below (left), deputy assistant superintendent for instruction, and Robert Glin Jeffrey, Murray
Independent School System superintendent, reviewed the state accreditation report on the city school district.
will be placed on correcting the
deficiency in scope and sequence,
where one grade's curriculum
builds stronger studies for the
following grade.
Each school system will be
monitored every year and will
repeat the accreditation process
every five years.
In other business, the board ac-

cept a state attorney general's
recommendation to continue as its
own tax levying authority by continuing to levy a three percent
utility tax and to collect money
generated withing the boundaries
of the school system. The utility
tax was implemented by the
Calloway County Fiscal Court in
1969 and amended in 1976.

Hubbard speaks in favor capital punishment

.
I

CONGRESSMAN SPEAKS —'US. Rep. Carroll Hubbard Friday
discussed the controversial recommendations of the 1981 Attorney
General's Task Force Report on Violent Crime, and later voiced personal opinions during a student question-answer session.
Staff photo by John Salerno

twit- you understand America is
By John Salerno
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard Fri.__ sick of the Sirhan Sirhan's and
day said he is in favor of capital___Crles Manson's." He added that
punishment if one person kills recently a man went on a ramanother, and there is no doubt that page and shot and killed two people in a downtown Louisville bank,
person committed the crime.
that the death penalty could
and
The first district congressman
be a deterrent to such crime.
— who is running unopposed in
On the other hand, he said he
1982 — spoke to about 300 criminal
justice students in the University does not support capital punishment in cases — such as Wayne
Center Theater at Murray State.
in
Hubbard centered his remarks Williams' recent conviction on
Atlanta — which are decided
recomcontroversial
the
around
evidence.
mendations of the 1981 Attorney less solid
evidence he was conthe
on
Report
Force
"On
Task
General's
victed on," he said, "I would be
Violent Crime, and later voiced
heitant to give the death penalty."
personal opinions during a student
But, he then referred to the inciquestion-answer session.
when a man killed a Paducah
dent
He initiated the discussion of the
on their honeymoon two
couple
death penalty by bringing it up for
in Gulfport, Miss. "That
ago
years
comments. "If I was to go to the
deserves the death
man
young
auction at Wingo," he said, "all of
opinion," he said.
my
in
penalty
the people there would be for
capital punishment. But I expect a
Hubbard told the group, "We
• criticize the Soviet Union,
sharp division of opinion here."
After hearing student corn Ar•••choslavakia and Cuba for their
ments from those for and against goverfnnents, but their eitiseris
capital punishment, he used ex- are safer tonight than ours.
"If they don't execute him
amples to support his stand n the
criminal)," he continued,
(violent
penalty.
death
Hubbard told one student "they send him to outer Siberia
against capital punishment,"Can- where he's never heard from

again. Where here in the UntiedStates we're trying to decide if
John Hinckley is insane or competent enough to stand trial."
Earlier, he said the videotape of
the assassination attempt on
Ronald Reagan revealed the entire incident and that it should be
easy to convict the criminal.
"Let's face it," he said. "There's
only one nation in the world where
he would not have come to trial
more than one year later."
On the task force recommendation for tighter gun restrictions,
Hubbard split the issue into two
camps. While favoring restrictions which are designed to keep
firearms out of the hands of past
offenders, he said total restriction
would not be in keeping with the
Constitution.
One student remarked that
some European nations with strict
gun restrsints boasted less than
100 shooting deaths last year,
while the U.S. bad more than
10,000. Hubbard responded by
stating that many Americans are
willing to accept that figure
because of a system of government which allows basic liberties,

—Hepointed out that gun control
might also have a negative effect
on a nation, and said Poland was a
"good example of how the government can take over quickly when
the people have no means of
resistance,except their voices."
Registration might cause the
same result, he said, because
"they know where the guns are
and they can be easily confiscated."
The attorney general's report
also asks for more funds to improve the country's prisons, but
Hubbard said Congress would be
"99 to 1" against such a measure.
He added that he has visited Eddyville and "the conditions are
terrible and always have been."
He said Calloway Countians could
be "proud" of the local jail, but
that Graves County's is "a
primitive dungeon."
To get funds to implement parts
of the task force plan and imnrove
the crime problem, Hubbard said
the government- should take
money from foreign aid paid to
countries not allied with the U.S.
"Cut off foreign aid to them and
you'd have a heck of a lot of
money to build prisons," he said.
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Low pressure system causes
tornado activity in eight states
Three dozen tornadoes spawned
by a freak low-pressure system
swept through eight states, wiping
out a family of five in Arkansas,
ripping open hundreds of
buildings for looters in Texas and
killing 26 people,forecasters said.
"I ran to get in the drainage
ditch next to my house, but I was
afraid my house would blow over
me," said Margaret Seiterman of
Paris, Texas, where eight people
died Friday. "Then I ran over
against the well of the church, but
the storm sucked the wall of the
church right on over me. I really
don't know who dug me out."
Her hometown of 23,000 people
in northeastern Texas was torn
apart Friday by a tornado 200 to
1,200 yards wide that destroyed
more than 100 homes and
businesses. Ten people were arrestedlor looting.-- National Guard troops and
police from two states patroled
the debris-littered streets guarding against looters while teams
of volunteers and paramedics
searched for additonal victims.
The twisters fed by the low
pressure killed two people in
Missouri, one in Mississippi, 13 in
Arkansas and nine in Texas. Tornadoes also were sighted in Tennessee, Kentucky, Louisiana and
"It's a near-record low-pressure
system," said National Weather
Service forecaster Dennis
Slaughter.
"It draws the warm air and the
cold air into a collision to spawn
these tornadoes, all the air just
rushes into the center because of
the low pressure and goes out the
top:"
The barometer hit 29.01 inches
of mercury at Kansas City International Airport, just above the
28.82 record low set in 1960. Atmospheric pressure averages
29.92 inches of mercury at-sea
level.
Five members of a rural
southwestern Arkansas family
died when a tornado threw a tree
onto their home near Hope, said
state police Capt. M.A. Mosier.
We thought we could get them
out alive. We got a doctor out
there, and when we got in we
found all of them dead."
"A big tree just blew across the
house and smashed it," he said.
Another eight died in Arkansas's worst day of tornadoes since
45 died on May 15, 1968. After the

twisters, a policeman in Conway
was struck and killed by a car
while directing traffic around the
debris.
Herbert Junior Ness, 58, of
Caulfield, Mo., was killed when a
tornado threw his car 25 feet down
an embankment near his
hometown, and an 8-year-old girl
was killed in the nearby town of
West Plains in a similar accident,
authorities said.
"It made a pretty good swath,"
said Jimmy Looney, West Plains

police dispatcher. It tore up
Caulfield and Bakersfield pretty
good and then it was on us before
we knew what was happening."
A tornado in central Mississippi
early this morning claimed one
life, and winds of up to 143 mph
raked Colorado and contributed to
a 2,000-foot-high dust storm that
claimed the life of a Norman,
Okla., family in a plane crash
near Lamar. In additon to the
eight deaths in Paris, Texas, one
man died in nearby Dodd City.

President sensitive
to March increase
in unemployment
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan's aides say he is
-sensitive" to the hardships suffered by millions of jobless
Americans, but the latest
unemployment figures are prompting criticism of the president's
economic policies.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics
reported Friday that the
unemployment rate rose to 9 percent in March, matching the postWorld War II high reached during
a severe recession in May 1975.
Some 9.9 million Americans were
out of work last month:Responding to the latest
unemployment news, deputy
White House press secretary
Larry Speakes said,"We find this,
of course, disappointing, and we
are sensitive to any increase in
unemployment. The president
feels this keenly." For his part, Reagan was reserving comment for a nationally
broadcast radio address later today, the first in a series the chief
executive plans to deliver on
Saturdays.
White House communications
director David Gergen said
Reagan was to address himself to
"the prospects for recovery" in
the economy.
Congressional Democrats said
the jobless report demonstrates
the need for a change in Reagan's
strategy for achieving a business
turnaround.

AUGUST COMPLETION EXPECTED — Construction of the $2.2 million addition to the Murray State
University Veterinary Diagnostic and Research Center in Hopkinsville is expected to be completed by Aug.
15. The addition of approximately 20,000 square feet, which is being built by the construction firm of Jones,
Nance and Steineman of Bowling Green, will double the size of the existing facility (shown at right). The project also includes some remodeling of the existing structure to provide additional space for the center's
research, instruction and testing programs. Transferred to Murray State's control in October, 1977, the
center has as its primary mission the detection, prevention and control of animal disease. It also provides
meaningful learning experiences for Murray State students preparing for careers in veterinary medicine and
expanded areas of research for university scientists.

Rep. James Jones, D-Okla.,
chairman of the House Budget
Committee, said unemployment
has gone up 23 percent since
Reagan took office, and "the
president must face the reality of
his program."
. Jones said the latest rise in
joblessness "is the clearest and
strongest signal possible that
Special Olympics competition like to enter a Special Olympics
President Reagan must agree to a for Area I of Kentucky, which in- athlete do so as soon as possible by Hills School; Ballard County —
Chester Anderson, Ballard County
bipartisan change in his economic cludes the counties of the Jackson contacting county or
school coor- Board of Education; Fulton Counprogram."
Purchase, is scheduled at Murray dinators in Area I. He listed these ty Schools — Glenda Cochrum,
Sen. Edward Kennedy, D- State University on Friday, April coordinators:
-Fulton County Elementary
Mass., criticized Reagan for 30,for the ninth successive year.
Murray-Calloway
County — Joy SCW4; and Fulton Independent
refusing to compromise on his
Winners in that event will Waldrop,
budget and tax programs and for
Calloway County Board Schools — Myra Scott or Mrs.
failing to offer any "meaningful qualify for the Kentucky Special of Education; Mayfield-Graves Oliver, Carr Elementary School.
solution" to the unemployment Olyilipics, which will be con- County — R. C. Rickman, J. U.
Wadlington said about 300 menducted at Murray State for the Kevil
problem.
Center; Marshall County —
tally retarded children and adults
And Rudy Oswald, director of first time June 10-13. They will Mildred Lynch, Marshall County
economic research for the AFL- compete against winners from School for Exceptional Children; are expected to participate in the
Area I games. Among the events
CIO, said, "The Reagan ad- each of the other 14 areas ipjhe--•
:Xclunan.county _-_..Denise Terry, will be track and field, Swimming,
ministration's budget, tax and *-- state.
Hickman County Elementary gymnastics and frisbee.
monetary policies are making the
Gayle Wadlington, coordinator School;
Carlisle County — Valerie
situation even worse."
for the games co-sponsored by
More than 2,000 are then exThompson,
Carlisle County
Tqe figures released Friday by
Murray State and The Western Elementary School.
pected on the campus for the Kenthe government shcwed that in the Kentucky Mental Health-Mental
tucky Special Olympics. Parfirst three months of this year, 1.3 Retardation Board, said the
McCracken County — Mary ticipants are assigned to commillion people fell into the
"discouraged worker" category 'deadline for entries in the Area I Wyatt, Lone Oak Elementary petitive divisions based on age
School; Paducah City Schools — and actual performance in the
— the highest level since the agen- games is April 12.
He urged that anyone who would Bob Jones or Carl Trella at Forest events.
cy began compiling that figure in
1967.
The number of Americans who
settled for part-time work because
they couldn't find anything better
reached 5.7 million last month —
also a record high.

Area I Special Olympics meet
scheduled; entries due April 12

MHS language students recognized

Murray High School foreign
language students distinguished
themselves at the regional
Foreign Language Festival,
Thursday, April 1, at Murray
State.
The French and Spanish groups
both took first place in drama.
Members of the French play cast
include Kevin Cole, Jeff Carruthers, Matt Harrington, Maria
Burnley, Claire Bell, Mary Burke.
Mary Ann Gordon is the student
director. Spanish cast and crew
members are Bill Bossing, Kellie
Overbey, Mike Childress, Mark
Hussung, Kelley McCarty, Mary
James, Ramona Burnley and
Doug Story. Tracy Rogers is the
student director.
The French chorus placed first
with their song and the Spanish
group placed second.
In French individual winners in
the competition were: French I:

oral proficiency, first, Steve
Snow; prose reading, second,
David Lew; recitation, third, Tiffany Taylor. French II: written
proficiency, first, Matt Harrington; oral proficiency, third,
Tracy Borge; prose reading,
third, Tim Wilcox; recitation,
first, Billy Phillips. French III:
prose reading, first, Michele Kupchella ; recitation, first, Claire
Bell. Fench IV: written proficiency, second, Samir Mahfoud, third,
Kevin Cole; oral proficiency, first,
Mary Ann Gordon,second, Jimmy
Sykes; recitation, first, Mary Ann
Gordon, third, Jeff Carruthers;
prose reading, first, Samir
Mahfoud, second, Thais Lanning;
oil paintings, first, Lisa Blankenship; handwork, first, Lisa
Russell.
Individual winners- in Spanish
were: Spanish II: oral proficiency, third, Lisa Williams; recita-

tion, first, Julie Baker, second,
Ray Ferguson. French III: oral
proficiency, first, Mary James,
second, Kelley McCarty; recitation, first, Lenny Hardy, second,
Mike Childress; French IV: oral
proficiency, first, Kellie Overbey;
written proficiency, third, Kellie
Overbey; recitation, first, Kellie
Overbey; food, first, Alison Sears
(bread), second, Brian Doyle (entree); contruction model, third,
Ron Kohlenberger.
Latin I Reading, first, Natalie
Simpson, second, LuAnn
Loberger, third, Todd Nunnally;
translation, first, Bill Bossing, second, Kevin Cole; written proficiency, first Todd Nunnally, second, Kellie Overbey, third, Marla
Bailey.
First place winners are eligible
to go to state competition May 15
in Lexington.

Sigma Chi's sponsor roast for Curris
Dr. Constantine W."Deno" Curris, president of Murray State
University, will be the guest of
honor at his own "roast" Monday
night at the Murray Jaycee Civic
Center:
The roast is a fund-raising effort
conducted by the Sigma Chi
Fraternity. National and regional
fraternity dignitaries are scheduled to add their comments to the
roasting offered by Murray and
MSU celebrities.

Proceeds from the festivity will and former Miss MSU Terri Liles
go to support the Sigma Chi will begin the evening. "But the
Wallace Viaage project and the real entertainment should start
local chapter's housing and when the roasters get to work,"
scholarship activities. Wallace Master of Ceremonies Pete LanVillage, a special home and school caster said.
for the educable mentally handicapped, was a favorite charity • -A ebntribution of $25 per plate is
of the late Sigma Chi alumnus ac- sought for the activity which will
kick-off Sigma Chi Derby week in
tor John Wayne.
A catered meal from Dakota Murray. A few seats remain for
Feed and Grain and entertain- the Curris Roast and reservations
ment from pianist Joe Jackson can be made by calling 753-9059.

•
WHITE SANDS MISSILE "They want to get out of here
RANGE, N.M.(AP) — A drop in because there's more bad weather
sand-whipping winds has enabled coming in by mid-week."
The initial plan called for the
technicians to get the space shuttle recovery program back on spaceship to depart Northrup
track, prompting hope that Columbia may return to Kennedy
Space Center a day ahead of
schedule.
"They're working as fast as
they can," space administration
spokesman Jim Kukowski said
The Murray Calloway County
Friday. "They were delayed 12 to
24 hours by the high winds. But Community Chorus will present
they've been able to move faster "The Seven Last Words Of
Christ", a Lenten Cantata by
than they thought this afternoon."
The shuttle had been scheduled Franz Joseph Haydn on Friday,
to begin the trip back to the April 9, at 7;30 p.m. in the First
United Methodist Church.
Florida space center Wednesday.
Dr. irma Collins is the director
Workers had settled in to wait
out the blinding sandstorm, caus- of the chorus and Kathy Mowery
ed by winds gusting to 55 mph. But is the rehearsal accompanist.
Special parts of the presentation
the technicians raced back to
feature Bill Phillips as the
will
died
winds
the
as
soon
*iv urk as
Reader ii um the Scripture and a
Friday afternoon, Kultowliti said.
"If we can get this kind of good string quartet will accompany the
weather out there that we have chorus, consisting of Mary Curtis
now we could get the tail cone on ,Taylor, first violin; Connie Ottway, second violin; Neale Mason,
by Saturday and might even get a
takeoff by Tuesday," he said. cello and Donna Story, viola. A

Strip atop a modified Boeing 747
on Wednesday. During the height
of the windstorm Kukowski had
said takeoff might be delayed until Friday.

vocal quartet made up of Judy
Henry, soprano; Kay Bates, alto;
Davis Henderson, tenor and Bob
Kidd, bass will also be featured.
The performance is free and
open to the public as part of the
community's observance of Good
Friday.
This is the third major production of the season presented by the
Community Chorus who are funded part by the Murray Tourism
Commission and—ptiwato—dottabons. The last performance will
be a concert in the new city-county
park as part of the annual spring
park opening.
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Johnson Theatre
fittingly dedicated

by lorry mcgehee

Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic wasn't,
but we didn't catch malaria, either

Nothing could be more fitting than naming the
theatre in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at
Murray State University the Robert E. Johnson
Theatre. He designed it and it reflects much of
him.
A dedication ceremony Friday evening was
also the occasion for the first presentation of the
Robert E. Johnson Memorial Theatre Scholarship by his widow Shirley.
The printed dedication program contained a
profile of Bob Johnson that captures much of the
flavor of the man and gives some penetrating insight into why he was loved and respected. We
take pleasure in reprinting that profile prepared
by his colleague, Dr. Mark Malmatiskas, which
follows:
Robert E.Johnson
(1926-1980)
Theatre at Murray State University lost a
friend, patron, teacher and director with the
death of Robert E. Johnson on December 21,
1980.
"R. E.," as Mr. Johnson was affectionately
known to his students, served MSU theatre for 22
years. During that time students who came
under his tutelage worked with a man who
possessed a keen intellect, intense theatrical
discipline and unwavering warm good humor
and charm. He attempted to instill in his
students not only a dedication to theatre but a
healthy respect for its power. Many of his former
students now work in theatreas actors, directors
and educators. They carry his philosophy with
them.
Mr. Johnson directed some seventy-five productions for the MSU theatre. Each was typified
by careful planning, strength of intent and emotional honesty. Those characteristics were also
traits of the man. A scholarship fund honoring
hisitemory has been established and will be administered by the Murray State University
Foundation. The annual acting awards are appropriately named R. E.'s.
A university theatre was one of the dreams of
R. E. Johnson. It was realized in 1972. And like so
many other dreams, it is fitting that one of Bob's
favorite playwrights gave him an exit line:
We are such stuff as dreams are made of
and our little life is ended with a sleep.

"Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic
destroys Malarial Germs in the
Blood and removes the Impurities. It
restores Energy and Vitality by
creating new, healthy blood. When
you feel its Strengthening, Invigorating Effect, see how it brings-Color to the Cheeks and how it improves the Appetite, you will then appreciate its true tonic value. Pleasant to Take."
That 1930's ad from the Paris
Medicine Co. of St. Louis (but
formerly of Paris, Tennessee) could
be hotly disputed by the thousands of
us who had Grove's Chill Tonic
spooned down us each spring by
strong-armed mothers with loving
hearts. It was certainly not tasteless,
and therefore it wasn't "Pleasant to
Take" either. On the other hand, I
don't recall any of us ever getting
malaria.
Malaria and yellow fever
epidemics cut periodical swathes
throughout the South for generations,
until the cause was discovered and
modern medicine came into being. I
remember Dr. Grove's Chill Tonic as
being gray in color with black particles suspended in it after shaking,
and I suppose the awful taste that
made the cure almost as bad as the
disease was probably quinine.
Dr. Grove's company, the Paris
Medical Co., was founded in 1889. Its
line of remedies also included Bromo
Quinine, PAZO Ointment, and Dr.
Porter's Antiseptic Healing Oil, and I
understand the 4-Way Cold Tablet
may also have had its start there.
Every product was "Not Genuine
without this signature," E. W. Grove,
written in bold black script that was
easily read.
Dr. Grove has an impressive grave
in the old city cemetery in Paris,
very near that of Governor James D.
Porter and Congressman John
Wesley Crockett (son of Davy

Cheating taxes
Cheating on income taxes has become so
widespread that the Internal Revenue Service
estimates $97 billion in revenues won't be collected this year.
This estimate is based upon a huge amount of
unreported income from legal activities as well
as enormous illegal operations such as drug trafficking, gambling and prostitution. The $97
billion in uncollected income taxes represents a
big jump from the previous estimate of lost tax
revenues of $56.4 billion made in 1979.
Ninety-seven billion dollars is about as much
as it took to run the entire federal government in
1961 before Lyndon Johnson showed the country
how to spend money a great deal faster than
anyone had ever dreamed possible.
Obviously, the government is going to have to
toughen its enforcement and tighten up its collection procedures if this alarming trend of tax evasion is going to be curbed. It is unfair to those
who pay their taxes to allow such a great percentage of taxes due to go uncollected.
(Reprinted by permission of The St. Louis
Globe-Democrat)

Crockett). People there don't
remember much about him, probably because he moved his company to St. Louis (where it is now
owned by a big-name pharmaceutical company) and spent
most of his time there and in North
Carolina. The old Civil War records
for the county show a Dr. S. W.
Grove, a surgeon with a Henry County regiment, and I suspect that was
Dr. E. W.'s father — and his start in
the medicine business.
E. W. Grove came back into my life
when I entered the high school that
bore his name. It was an impressive
gray stone building on the top of
Grove Hill, overlooking court square,
on property Dr. Grove had given for
the school at the turn of the century.
It's supposed to be the highest point
in all of West Tennessee (except for
some recent television towers). The
building is vacant now, sineell the
high schools have consolidated, and
so far the preservationists have won
every battle over tearing it down.
The school was built in 1906, as a
private academy. Dr. Grove set up a
trust fund to help operate it. Demand
for education as so gre.at, the school
quickly merged with the public
system, and for years it operated
within a Paris Special School District
that provided city funds to supplement state and county funds. When I
was a student there, it was one of only four (or maybe six, depending on
the source) Tennessee high schools
accredited by the Southern Association. With the exception of some
classes in shop, agriculture, home
economics, and typing, the curriculum was a classical collegetrack. More conformist state staff.;
dards and teaching styles began to
creep in about the time I graduated.
We had Latin, four years each of
English literature, history, sciences,
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and mathematics, and for a dollar a
lesson, you could take speech and
drama lessons during a study hall
period. For no fee at all you could
play in the band or on the Blue Devils
teams.
Most Of our classmates Stayed
around after graduation, but an impressive number of us headed off —
all of scholarships, I believe — to
places like Yale, Vanderbilt,
Georgia Tech, Transylvania, and the
University of Tennessee, and others
nearer to home at Memphis State,
Murray State, or UT Martin Branch.
Education was what gave that
town its meaning. Somehow, in the
midst of about as poor a section as
could be found, the town brought its
young people up and sent many of us
out. Some of us became missionaries
for education, as a profession. We
can count among our Henry County
alumni a president of George
.Peabody College and of the University of Nashville, a long-term president
of Howard University in Washington,
a president of Atlanta University,
two of Memphis State, one of West
Virginia University, one of Austin
Peay University, and one of UT Martin. How much Dr. E. W. Grove and
his "tasteless" chill tonic were
causes of that phenomenon isn't
clear, but that he was a part of it,
there isn't any doubt.
In college, someone suggested that
with my penchant for southern
broodiness I ought to read some
Thomas Wolfe. Now, in Wolfe's
scenery around "Altamont" (which
is really Asheville, North Carolina),
the Grove Park Inn figures prominantly. I was thrilled to find that
-connection between Wolfe and me,
via old Dr. Grove, and I read
everything of Wolfe's I could find —
and still re-read it today.
Alexander Turnbull tells a great
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Protective friends
When the Soviets moved into Afghanistan in
December 1979, they said they were coming to
assist the Afghan government to protect itself
against foreign interference in its domestic affairs.
It was curious that, just as the Red Army arrived
in Kabul, the head of the government that, we are
told, invited the invasion, Afghan President
Hafisullah Amin, was ousted in a cosp.and was executed.
Now Western intelligence reports indicate an
almost-complete takeover of the Afghan government by Soviet advisers, both military and civilian.
Soviet political officers are attached to all Afghan
army units. Soviet and East German police are_
reported to be helping to build a new secret police
network in Aighanistan. Soviet advisers virtually
control the ministry of foreign affairs, the media,
communications and the judiciary, we Sre told.
And all this in the name of friendly assistance to a
neighbor threatened by foreign interference in its
domestic affairs

looking back
Ten years ago
Fred Schultz, superintendent of
Murray City Schools, was to be
speaker at meeting of Carter School
Parent-Teacher Association, according to Ed Overbey, president.
Dr. C.S. Lowry spoke at meeting of
J.N. Williams Chapter of United
Daughters of Confederacy at home of
Mrs. Wesley Waldrop.
Twenty years ago
Forest management ability had
won certificate of membership in
American Tree Farm System and
tree farm sign for John E. Scott of
Murray.
Murray Planning Commission had
formulated a recommendation to
Murray City Council and Kentucky
Highway Department for numerous
changes designed to alleviate traffic
congestion in city_of Murray.
Thirty years ago
W.B. Moser, Mrs. J.R. Wilson,
Mrs. Charles Mason Baker and Mrs.
Buford Hurt had been elected as officers of Murray High schoui I a
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thoughts
in season
By Ken Wolf
Education on all levels is on the
verge of becoming "accountable".
The politics of the situation do not
make it clear exactly whom teachers
and students are to be made accountable to, or what they are to be accountable for.
One hopes that when this particular battle- is over, all Americans
will be wiser; there is some danger
that they will merely be better trained.
On the university level, Theodore
Hesburgh, president of the University of Notre Dame (the school that
Murray State beat in basketball last
Fall) recently remarked:
The name of the game in the
1980s is quality. We must get
back out of the wild growth of
the curriculum and get back into some core of knowledge —
history, philosophy, theology,
language, literature,
mathematics, science, art and
music.
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story about Dr. Grove, in his
biography of Thomas Wolfe. "One
day," when Wolfe was home for the
summer from Harvard, "he and a
friend borrowed a car to take two
girls to the top..of Sunset Mountain,
and driving through the-Grove Eititia tire went flat. They had begun their
unaccustomed struggle with the •
spare when an elderly man in tan
dungerees emerged from the forest
and offered his services. With his aid
the job was quickly done, and Tom
handed him a quarter which he accepted with a cow.. Some years
later, Tom's brother beard the story
from the man himself; he was E. W.
Grove, owner of the Grove Park Inn
and the six thousand acres of Sunset
Mountain. Frank asked if he had
thought of returning the quarter.'No,
I still have it,' said Grove. 'First I
kept it because it was the only tip I
ever received, and then its
pteclousness grew In proportion to
Tom's fame.'!'
Last year, I took our'family over to
Asheville to Grove Park Inn, which is
enjoying a revival of attention these
days. We looked around, stood
upright in one of the two mammoth
fireplaces in the lobby, saw the fountain where the mineral waters had
been taken tiy affluent pursuers of
health and style, and looked for deer
in the woods around the place. There
was no pamphlet or sign anywhere
telling the history of E. W. Grove and
of how he came to build.the place.
The "Grove" in the inn's name probably means only a clump of trees to
most its visitors.
But not to me. Dr. Grove left a
taste in my mouth I can't forget, and
I am a proud member of a
widespread fraternity of aging Blue
Devils who trace their mental
energies back to that genie of the patent medicine bottle's "Strengthening,Invigorating Effect."

••••••-•-•

"Otherwise," Hesburgh added,
"we are just graduating trained
seals."

Teacher Association.
Elected as officers of Hazel High
School Parent-Teacher Association
were Mrs. Wiley Parker, Mrs. Billie
Strader and Mrs. Zack Holmes.
Forty yew ago
A crowd estimateeat 1,500 had attended the Victory Rally in
auditorium at Murray State
Teachers College on March 28. The
rally had started with a parade from
downtown to college.
Local Selective Service Board was
mailing out questionnaires t9 1,175
men who had registered in third draft
Feb. 16.
The outlook for Murray's obtaining
TVA electric power had improved
considerably during the past week,
according to Murray Mayor George

for picnickers by summer,according
to George Hart, mayor.
Fifty years ago
Between 10 and 15 percent of taxes
on real estate in Calloway County remained unpaid as Sheriff Clint
Drinkard closed county books March
28.
T.H. Stokes, Murray, and John W.
Blue Jr., Marion, were named by
Gov. Ruby Laffoon as members of
Board of Regents of Murrat State
Teachers College.
...Children of Murray and Calloway
County were to be examined during
month of April for blue ribbon health
awards to be presented May 1,
designated as National Child Health
Day, according to Dr. J.A. Outland,
county health officer.
.
Re rf
Arrests were made,after a moonWilson, 011ie Y. Tidy/ell, W.___ shine still was found near McCuiston
School building by Officers W.B.
Herbert Perry, Rupert Hendon and
Parker, Ira Fox and Prince
George M. Marine were elected as ofMcReynolds. ficers of Calloway County AAA ComCar batteries were listed as selling
mittee.
for $5.95 each at local businesses.
Murray City Park was to be ready
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Brown-Lindamood vows to be said

datebook
Tennis group plans play
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday at 9 a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Annette
Alexander, Carol Waller, Renee Wynn and Leisa
Faughn; Court Two — Cathy Mattis, Laura Miller,
Deanna Parker and Kathy Kopperud.

Murray boosters will meet

Moyle being shownfortoday
the benefit

The movie, The Ugly Dachsund,"
of Mentally Handicapped Adults Center at 704 Main
St. is being shown today at Theater in University
Center, Murray State University. Admission is $1.50
per person. The film, 112 hours in length, will be
shown today at 11 a.m., 1:30 p.m.,4 p.m. and 7 p.m.

Kappas will meet _Tuesday

Program planned Monday
Persons Between Jobs will meet Monday at 10
a.m. at First Presbyterian Church. The Rev. R. A.
Rabatin is coordinator for the special hour-long program for counseling and help to persons awaiting
employment.

Deltas will hear Fortin

Sills will speak Tuesday
The Rev. Terry oSilLs, director of missions for
Blood River Baptist Association, will speak about

Avoid
DEAR DR. LAMB — In
one of your columns you
made the amazing statement that Chronic ingestion
of excess magnesium can
lead to magnesium toxicity
with symptoms of senility.
have been following a
school of thought consistently advocated by highly
regarded authorities that
supplementation of both calcium and magnesium are
most helpful to older people
•- to avoid bone damage.
If your information is
based on more recent studies suggesting that magnesium supplements such as
Dolomite should not now be
taken with calcium by older
people, won't you please
advise what those findings
are so one can locate the
report and read it.
DEAR READER — I
would prefer that you rely
on your family doctor's
judgment and interpretation
of the various reports available. Some of the best information is a little heavy reading for the general public,
and is located in medical
journals, not health magazines that often serve as a

,

Mr. and Mrs, Gerald
the "Cooperative Program" at meeting of Baptist
Glen Brown of Olmsted,
Women of First Baptist Church Tuesday at 9:30
Ill., announce the engagea.m. at church chapel.
ment and approaching
This is an open meeting, according to Louise - marriage of their'
Swann, WMU director.
daughter, Cherry Lynn,
to John Fumbanks Lindamood, son of Mr. and
Murray Band Boosters will meet uesday at 7:3C
Mrs. William Everett
p.m, in the band room at Murray High School
Lindamood
of TipPlans for the spring banquet will be completed.
tonville, Tenn.
Keith Hays, president, said it was important that
The bride-elect is the
each band booster be present at the Tuesday
granddaughter
of Mr.
meeting.
and Mrs. A. Glen Brown
of. Olmsted, Ill., and-of-Mr. and Mrs. C.J. Egner
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will
of Ullin, Ill.
have a spring fashion show at 7 p.m. Tuesday at
She is a graduate of
club house. Hostesses will be Betty Brockway, Kay
Century High School of
Adams,Sabrina Karraker, Janet Ward and RebecUllin. She received her
ca Whittaker.
B.S. degree in biology
from Murray State
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will
University in 1979. At
meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at club house with John ForMurray State she was a
tin as speaker. Hostesses will be Virginia
member of Zeta Zeta
Strohecker, Lorene"Swann, Louise Swann and
Chapter of Alpha Phi
Roberta Tarry.
social sorority, serving as
social chairman in 1978
and 1979.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of the late Mr.
and Mrs. George Wynn
excess magnesium
Smith of Tiptonville, and
of Mr. and Mrs. Lois ClifLawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
ford Fumbanks of
applies to other things that contain magnesium. TV
eliminating ads exhort people to use Dyersburg, Tenn.
besides
He is a graduate of
such preparations for regumagnesium.
larity. Antacids and laxa- Lake County High School
The increased magnesium tives are the chief sources of
where he was Key Club
in your blood can reach lev- increased
magnesium
where he was a member
els to cause drowsiness, intake. And they are used president. He received a
-lethargy and weakness. The most often at the time in life BS.- degree lit business of Ktrprra Alpha-Order.
onset is slow and insidious. when kidney function slows. admitristration from
The wedding will be
As the condition progresses
impor- Murray State University solemnized Saturday,
I
think
it.
is
quite
the victim may have slurr-

vehicle for selling advertising for vitamin and mineral

products.
The problem is related to
well-known facts. About 25
to 60 percent of... the magneSjum _yku... ingest is
absorbed into your circulation. It does not uuitd lip in
your blood because your kidneys filter it out. The diffitant that people get enough
speech and unsteadiculty is that after age 50 ing of
_calcium but it is important
You might think he for
ness.
there is a gradual decline in
the public to realize that
have a stroke.
the number of filtering units was going to
you can abuse the intake of
And as the magnesium minerals znd they can be
in the kidney. Thus as you
get older you have more and, level increases the calcium just as harmful as they can
more trouble eliminating ...level in your blood actuallf be helpful.
-falls. That is because the
excess magnesium.
I am sending you The
There is a good report on magnesium suppresses the Health Letter number 17-6,
this in the September 1980 action of the parathyroid Nutritional Aspects of
issue of Geriatrics prepared gland that normally regu- Minerals. Others who want
by a group of physicians lates the blood level of calci- this issue can send 75 cents
from the University of um.
with a long, stamped, selfConnecticut. They point out
The problem of magnesi- addressed envelope for it to
that many doctors measure um toxicity is particularly me, in care of this newspakidney function by just mea- bad in the elderly and even per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
suring the serum creatinine, in nursing homes. Patients 'City Station, New York, NY
but to determine the actual are 'given regular laxatives 10019.
decrease in the ability of the
kidney to clear the blood of
The feelers of a scorpion enable it to move effimagnesium you need more
sophisticated clearance
ciently, and touch is very important to it. The
tests. Your family doctor
feelers are located just to the rear of the last pair of
may be interested in this
its eight legs. Scorpions account for many deaths
report if he has not already
worldwide annually.
seen it as the problem

Grand Opening
For The Garden
Center At Shirley
Florist
Sale Mon.-Wed.
April 5-7
All 3" Peat Pot Plants

April 24, at 6:30 p.m. at
All friends and
Murrar Woman's Club relatives areinvited to atHouse. A reception will tend the ceremony and
follow the ceremony.
the reception.

Divorcee contemplating marriage
I haven't made any promises yet, and this man is
not pressuring me, but I
need your advice. What
do you think it takes to
make a marriage work?
TWO-TIME LOSER
DEAR T.T.L.: Don't
marry anyone while you
are still seeking advice.
All that is necessary for a
marriage to succeed is
for two people to really
need each other.
DEAR ABBY: Is
woman -beating
hereditary? My boyfriend
(I'll call him Johnny) has
beaten me up many
times, but I have always
forgiven him because I
really love him. He says
Bargain Matinees he thinks he inherited it
from his father, who has
Sat. and Sun.
been slapping his mother
2:00•Cheri
around ever Since he can
remember.
and Cine'
Abby, the least little
All Seats Si .50
thing sets Johnny off. if I
even say "hi" to another
3 Acad. Awards Incl.
guy, he beats me up.
Bost Actor-Actreu
Then he cries and says
".00 9 10+ 2:00 t.
he's sorry. I want to hold
him and tell him it's OK,
but I don't, because it's
not OK. I just avoid him
Centrol C !, • '53 33'4
.for a few days, then he
phones and apologizes
7:00,9:00+

DEAR ABBY: I'm 22,'
with two children, ages 3
and 4. I'm divorced for
the second time. I have
been dating a man who is
52 years old. He is financially very well-off and
wants to marry me. He
treats me very well and
cares for my children.
Abby, do you think
marriage between a 52year-old man and a 22year-old woman could
ever work out? I like him
a lot, but I am not what
you would call madly in
love with him. I was madly in love with my first
two husbands, and they
both treated me like dirt.

2:00SaL,Sun.

and begs me to forgive
him, and I always do. My
family knows how he
treats me and they want
no part of him.
I've called the police
and charged Johnny with
assault, but I've never
gone through with it even
though the hospital has a
record of my injuries and
broken bones, and the
police have statements
from me about what happened.
Please don't tell me not
to see him again. I am
drawn to him like a
magnet. I want to help
him change. Is there
hope? Or is it hereditary?
IN LOVE WITH A BAD
EGG
DEAR IN LOVE:
Violent behavior is not
hereditary. It's learned
and can be "unlearned."
If Johnny sincerely wants
to change, he will see a
therapist. And I suggest
that you see one, too, to
find out why you keep
coming back for repeated
beatings. Inquire at your
nearest shelter for batAtered women. People
there will help you. Good
luck and God bless.

By Abigail Von Buren
DEAR ABBY: How ean
a girl get a guy to propose
(marriage) to her? I have
done just about as much
hinting as I can without
coming right out and asking him to marry me. I
know there's not anybody
else in his life, so please
tell me what's my next
move? And by the way,
when is leap year?
TIRED OF WAITING
DEAR TIRED: Leap
year is in 1984, but don't
wait that long. Ask him!
You've nothing to lose. If
he says no, you could
save yourself a lot of
-time.
4,••
DEAR ABBY: Is it proper to eat the skin of a
baked potato in public?
BILL G.
DEAR BILL: Certainly. And in private,too.

Nutrition menus listed for the week

Everything In Peat
Pots Ready For Planting
4,14
:1 ,9;00+ :

7.00.9 00

We Have...
Potting Soil
and Fertilizer
All Types
Vegetable and
Bedding
Plants
Large
Assortment Of
4"Foliage Plants

Cherry Lynn Brown

t.

un.

2 00Sst Sun

Silent Rage
Chuck Norris

Nutrition .Program for
the Elderly and Meals on
Wheels mends for week of
April 5-9 have been
released by Tripp Thurman, director of MurrayCallowa y Coiiiity -SeniorCitizens.
Meals are served Monday through Friday at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis
Center. Meals also are
sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:

Monday_ — sausage, _ roll, butter, chocolate
baked beans, cole slaw, chip cookie, banana,
hot roll, butter, peach pie, milk, coffee or tea.
peaches, milk, coffee or
Thursday — meat loaf,
tea.
mixed greens, hash
Tuesday — beef pattie browns, hot roll, butter,
In cheese sauce, black orange, milk, coffee or
eyed peas, tossed salad, tea.
hot roll, butter, apFriday — macaroni
plesauce, milk, coffee or
and cheese with hamteL
burger and tomatoes,
Wednesday — roast bean salad, broccoli
beef, scalloped potatoes, spears, hot roll, butter,
green beans with cream sliced apricots, milk, cofof mushroom soup, hot fee or tea.

Thl, Chancel Choir
.
of

" The First Christian Church
;.t

presents
Opens Thur.

FREE SHOW
Art and David Jewell Invite You To Drop In

-F orp;st

Open Mon.-Sat.8 to_5
4th

vv u'.
753-t3251

chewy mil
Chase
BEEasshoos
Mame
:
Lot* Shows Fri. & Set.
1136.11owo of
The Dead(R)
11:40-Advit
Entertained
-111 or Over OnlyAll tote Show Aim. $3.00

An Easter Cantata
"The Words Of Jesus"
by T. W.Dean
This Sunday April 4th-10:45 A.M.
_
Wayne Edwards, Ann McKee!,
- and Margaret Boone
Organist: Maxine Clark

"
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Quilt of Lou Ann Philpot
wins first place in show

Tudor& Collins
vows solemnized
The wedding of Miss
Kim Alexina Tudor and
James Samuel Collins
was Sunday, Feb. 28, at 2
p.m. at the home of a
friend at 171 East 62nd
St., New York City.
Parents of the bride are
Barbara Hays of Toronto,
Ontario, and John D.
Tudor of Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada.
The groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Collins, Rt.5, Murray.
A reception followed
the ceremony.
The bride is a graduate
of Capilona College, Van-

couver, British Columbia. She works with
Solomon Equities, New
York City.
The groom received his
degree from University
of Kentucky, Lexington.
He now is employed by
Marvin Rothenberg Productions in New York City.
Among those attending
the wedding were the
groom's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Collins, and Mr. and
Mrs. George Landolt,
Murray, Dan and Vicki
Collins and Sue Ellen Binniger, Cincinnati.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

LOU ANN PHILPOT shows her regional award winnin
Trailblazers."

Down Concord Way

,IkL7Ali
Vi41*

Memores f LIK recalled

By Estelle Spiceland
FOR SUNDAY,APRIL 4, 1982
After my last letter to
What kind of day will tomor- LIBRA
the Murray Ledger &
row be? To find out what the (Sept. 23 toOct. 22) —
stars say, read the forecast A morning get-together Times was printed, Iliad
given for your birth Sign.
should be fun, as long as you a most enjoyable
remain sensitive to the needs telephone call from Mrs.
of others. Restlessness may Opal Fulton whose famiARIES
make you irritable later.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 4YI
•
4
1
ly, the Fultons in Murray
The day begins on a cheerful SCORPIO
Lumber Co. business,and
note, but others are especially (Oct.23 to Nov. 21) MeV'the Wallis', formerly in
sensitive now and easily Progress is mixed regar Wallis Grocery and Drug
upset. Be protective of health. ding career endeavors
Socializing is not favored this Stores, have helped build
TAURUS
evening. Curb impatience Murray.
(Apr. 20 to May 20) ti
Home-based activities are with a friend or acquaintance. Mrs. Fulton could write
a Murray history for she
fivored over going out for SAGTITARIUS
halaa-eacellent memory
A late-evening (Nov.22 to Dec.21r-ii
date may be changed,so make Save time for intellectual of days since "night
pursuits. Guard against super riders" and she has
alternative plans.
ficial judgments. New career vibrant personality, is
ideas may be too far-out to be
i(May
21 to June 20)
GEMINIfl4
vitally • interested in life
Moods are liable to fluctuate practical.
about her, and can
now. An early start is your CAPRICORN
remember something
[best bet for good times. Even- (Dec.22 tojan. 19) ard
jag hours may_hring solutions you may tend to ex- good about every one she
travagance now. Unexpected knows.
to domestic problems.
dn
.1...& visitors could overttay their When Kentucky Farm
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22) *Pc-47 "welcome. Avoid arguments Insurance advertises on
Shopping is fine, as long as about pflilosophical matters. television in the evenings
you make a concerted effort AQUARIUS
and shows pictures of
not to overspend. The (Jan.2)to Feb.18)
Land Between the Lakes,
unreliability-Of others may You'll have to be on your sadness floods my soul
toes
not
to
hurt
a
loved
one's
mar your evening.
feelings. Avoid careless think- for I re-live years there
LEO
ing about business interests. before it became re(July 23 to Aug. 22)
nowned.
Capitali7e on your creativity Safeguard assets.
In memory I can travel
during the morning hours. PISCES
Cooperate with others in the (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
on those quiet country
afternoon. Curb tumecessary Though new career ideas roads, past little oneare worthwhile, you may have room schools, simple
expenditures.
difficulty implementing them white churches and
VIRGO
at present. Evening hours ac(Aug.23 toSept. 22)
hospitable homes; and
You'll get some work done cent cooperation.
even imagine I can hear
in private, but may begin to
grumble when interrupted, YOU BORN TODAY are tractors in Cumberland
Avoid careless judgment more disciplined than the River bottom.
typical member of your sign. Though now there's
about joint interests.
nothing left to see of days
FOR MONDAY,APRIL 5, 1982
that used to be, I can
What kind of day will tomor- After a confrontation with visualize family gatherrow be? To find out what the another, you may withdraw ings at the big old twostars say, read the forecast into yourself a bit. Self- story home from which
given for your birth Sign.
analysis brings answers most have gone home.
ARIES
Financial gains continue.
At Model, Tenn., once a
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) gr#1;
4SCORPIO
A difference of opinion could (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Inlet" thriving country village,
arise among friends. Don't be It's not the time to raise con- only two permanent fixsarcastic. Work output is troversial questions on the tures remain - the once
uneven now, but some gains job. Friends may prove Great Iron Furnace of
are likely.
distracting now. Be sure to get 1 854 and one shellTAURUS
your work done.
shocked veteran who,
(Apr. 20 to May 20)--IK ? SAGITTARIUS
alone, refused to leave his
A co-worker won't accept (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
home on the hill.
criticism. Opt for traditional You may be caught in the There has been a "heap
good times, rather than off- middle as a battle of words
living" in that land
best entertainment. Don't be rages between a friend_anA4 o'
secretive.
loved one. Business and where now buffalo roam
near the Bilbrey place of
GEMINI
pleasure don't mix.
reunions.
(May 21 to June 20)
CAPRICORN
Thanks to a former stuA relative's edginess re- (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
quires careful handling. Going Both career and family de- dent, then Mattie Ann
out together may be the inand your attention. Be Lassiter, who called to
answer. Friends and family careful not to lash out at
don't mix favorably.
anyone. It's a poor time for
CANCER
L„...% legal advice about property.
(June 21 to July 22)
AQUARIUS
There'll be some good news, (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
but also some difficulty in Others are easily provoked
finalizing
reements. A now. A career proposition
relative
iffreciate looks good, but care is needed
bearing
'regarding investments and
You.
-LEO
joint affairs.
-(July 23 to
• 22)
PISCES
could put a (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Legal
strain on your budget, though There could be an argument
it's a good time for buying or about money, but you'll come
selling. Don't be goaded into up with a workable cornan argument.
promise by the end of the day.
VIRGO •
wok& The accent is on con(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
servatisrn.
Disagreements could arise
over financial matters. Buy YOU BORN TODAY are imyourself a gift, but don't ex- petuous and adventurous. You
ceed credit limits. Accent dislike routine work and must
guard against a tendency to
economy.
take whatever chance throws
LIBRA
your way.
_ Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
it
-

til(iCk

Trpt,

"It took 250 hours to
complete my winning
quilt entry for the Kentucky Heritage Quilt
Show and Contest," said
Lou Ann Philpot of Murray.
Her quilt, entitled
"Cumberland
Trailblazers," won first
place in the contemporary category at the
regional quilt show at
Paducah on March 21.
Mrs. Philpot's applique
and patchwork quilt has
the colors of black, white,
and creme. She chose her
quilt name from the
center design of buffalo

tell me the "Great
Speckled Bird" could be
found in Jeremiah 12:9.
Springtime is really
welcome after the bitter
winter.
Otis Lovins after knee
surgery in MurrayCalloway County
Hospital went by airplane
with his daughter, Wilma
Gammon, to the Gammon home in Colorado
Springs for two months.
His own home had been
robbed while he was
hospitalized.
But Mr. Lovins arrived
back on his hill thankful
to be able to go with the
Guy Lovins' and William
Reamers _after Poplar
Spring Baptist Church
services to Xenlake riqteT
to dine with them and the
Porter Hollands, Willie
Smiths and Rainey
Lovins' celebrating
belated anniversaries.
A growing number of
friends and relatives attend the newly formed
Thursday Morning
Breakfast Club at Boston
Tea Party to enjoy
fellowship together.
New Concord is finally
earning the title, "New,"
for the few old Concorders left are almost
the strangers.
It took a tragedy to
cause me to meet the lady
who had recently sold the
little grocery across the
road to newcomers from
Illinois. Her son, Tim
Ross, with two companions had a terrible
automobile accident the
day they had helped with
the opening of the
grocery here.
A nephew of the Illinois
newcomers, John P.

Cargine, was killed as
was 16 year-old Tim.
Another boy, Terry
Batey, is in serious condition at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
"Tis' the wink of an

eye, the draught of a
breath,,from the blossom
of health to the paleness
of death."
Common sorrow can
bind as effectively as a
church service.

which were used to blaze
the Cumberland trail.
"The contest was an incentive to make the quilt,
but I also did it for my
husband, Lawrence
Philpot, who is in charge
of the buffalo herd in
Land Between the Lakes.
Mrs. Philpot, a local
real estate saleswoman,
is a member of Creative
Arts Department of Murray Woman's Club.
The Philpot quilt, along
with 35 other winning
quilt entries, will be on
display at Kentucky
Horse Park, Lexington,
for the state quilt show

and contest during Derby
Week, 1982.
Her quilt will be
entered in the contest
with a possible prize of
$1,000 if declared a state
winner.
During the month of
June, the quilt will be on
display at Shakertown. It
will be returned to Kentucky Horse Park to be
displayed until after
Labor Day.
Mrs. Philpot said the
quilt will be part of a
traveling exhibition for
Kentucky flistorical
Society for three or four
months later in the year.

PLANNING
TO MARRY?
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
—Mines has adopted a deadline for publishing wedding reports.
All wedding accounts, whether- with a photo or
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
be accepted.
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
for a wedding article are available at the
newspaper office, 106 N. 4th St.

Coming community events iistea
Saturday,April 3
Tuesday, April 6
Monday,April 5
Tuesday, April 6
Temple Hill Lodge No:
Pwlar Spring Baptist Wet at 10 a.m. at Baptist Church Women
276 Free and Accepted:- Church Young Women "Western- Sizzlin will meet at 10:30 a.m.
Masons will meeet at 7. will- meet-with Diane'
-Steakhouse. •with BIllieRay as
p.m. at lodge hall.
hostess.
Rose at 7 p.m.
New Providenee
Alcoholics Anonymous
Bea Walker Group of
Recovery, Inc., will Homemakers Club will First Baptist Church
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. at western portion of meet at 7:30 p.m. at meet at home of Patsy Women will meet at 7:30
Livestock and Exposition Health Center, North Pittman._
p.m. at home of Mary
Seventh and Olive
Center.
Robinson.
Group II of First ChrisStreets.
Square and round dane-7---Murray Assembly No.
Chapter M of P. E. 0. tran Clitirdb-CWF will
ing will start at 7:30 p.m.
19 Order of Rainbow for
meet
at
2
p.m.
at
home
of
at Woodmen of World Sisterhood will meet at Uldine Evans.
Girls will meet at 7 p.m.
7:30 p.m. at home of Mrs.
Hall.
at lodge hall.
"The Seagull" will be Olga Freeman._
Parents and interested
presented at 8 p.m. in
Free blood pressure
Executive Board of persons of Multi-Age
Robert E. Johnson Murray Woman's Club Nursery School Program checks will be given from
Theater, Murray State will meet at 11:30 a.m. at will meet at 7 p.m. at noon to 2 p.m. at SeventhUniversity.
club house.
Early Childhood Center, day Adventist Church.
Sunday, April 4
North 16th Street.
Pre-school registration
Shower for Doug and
Coldwater United
for kindergarten and first
Debbie Cagle, whose Methodist Church
Murray Preschool Cohome was damaged by Women will meet at 7 op will have an open grade will be in Media
Center at Robertson
fire, will be at 2 p.m. at p.m.
house at 7 p.m. in Early School from 8 a.m. to 2:30
Coldwater Church of
Childhood Center, North
Groups of First Baptist 16th Street, Murray State p.m.
Christ.
Horse Opportunities Church Women will meet campus.
Senior Citizens centers
and Riding for Special as follows: Lottie Moon
will
be open as follows:
with
Mrs.
Henry
Warren
Equestrians will have a
Murray TOPS (take off Dexter at 9:30 a.m.;
at
7
p.m.
and
Kathleen
rummage sale at
pounds sensibly) Club Hazel and Douglas from
Murray-Calloway County Jones with Leone Travis will meet at 7 p.m. at
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
at 7:15 p.m.
Jaycees Fairgrounds.
Health Center.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105
Piano recital by
students of members of Free and Accepted
Alcoholics Anonymous
Faculty Recital by Ray
Murray Music Teachers Masons will meet at 7:30 will meet at 8 p.m. in Smith, bassoon, and
Association is scheduled p.m. at lodge hall.
western portion of Marie Taylor, piano, will
Livestock'and Exposition be at 8 p.m. in Farrell
at 2:30 p.m. in Choir
Tuesday, April 6
Center.
Room 214, Price Doyle
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Countryside
Fine Arts Center, Murray
Center, Murray State
Homemakers Club will
Dorothy Group of First University.
State University.
Monday,April 5'
Calloway County
Retired Teachers
Association will meet at
1:30 p.m. at Ellis ComJeNtifi
munity Center.

An estimated 50 million
Americans are enrolled
in retirement plans other
than Social Security, according to the American
Murray-Calloway
Council of Life Insurance.
County Camera Club and
They include half of all
Paris, Tenn., Camera
full-time workers in com- Club
will have a joint
merce and industry in the meeting at 6:30
p.m. at
United State4
DeVanti's, Murray.

ec_.•

RIMP
DINNER

4124g

Rev. Gary Frizzell of Northside
Baptist Church Mayfield
Evangelist

SIAM1

c_Ctsurt

Dr. James Carlin and
Bobby Manning Music Directors

Slone
uEnjoy a

visit in your
new home. _

vor rwiw home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
quckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good place
to shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem fov
more gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's wha
my visit Is all *bolo?-and It's free
A WELCAME WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
such special frost. We've been greetin9 people for
over SO years. Just call me
kethrss °eked 753-3071
Nestesses
lagehorg King (Asst.) 492-8348
Mary Neudites(Asst.) 7$3-5371

Special Singing Nightly
Nursery Available
Pastor: Rev. Jimmy Madding
For Transportation Call:
435-4276
489-2128
489-2646

•
thru April 11
Jerry's famous 21-Piece Shrimp Dinner peludes
21 Gulf shrimp, served up crispy and golden!
Plus French fries, fresh cole slaw and a dinnet..,
roll with butter! At this special price, it's a great
reason to...

Take Another Look at Jerry's

1

shop talk
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Spann soles associates among
tops in completing reoltor course

;
a

Vicki Swain and Wendy
Rose, sales associates of
Spann Realty Associates,
have been notified that
they are among the top
ten Realtors in the State
of Kentucky successfully
completing Course 1 of
the Kentucky Realtors Institute. The study is the
first of three courses
sponsored by the Ken- 1110.46„,...„00.00•Nownsaftwei
tucky Association of 41.6
Realtors necessary to
Wendy Rose
Vicki-S*1in
receive the GRI designaHelen Spann, principal
ing in real estate. She is
tion.
The comprehensive 5- also a registered nurse, broker and owner of
2 day academic pro- have been graduated • Spann Realty Associates,
1
/
gram held in Lexington from Mt. Sinia Hospital Southside Shopping
concentrated in Planing School of Nursing in New Center, today said, "We
are very proud to have
& Zoning, Appraising, York.
Rose and her husband, such capable and
Legal Aspects, FinancRETIRES — Calton Morgan, security guard at
ing, Marketing and the Ronald L. Rose, a retired dedicated sales
the Bank of Murray, retired from that position he
use of the HP 38C Boatswain Mate Chief of associates and look forheld since Dec. 22, 1970.
calculator designed the Coast Guard, live at ward to extending
especially for real estate Route 8 with their two greater services to
children, Teresa Rose, 14 clients in the real estate
professionals.
market."
are
Sean Terry, 13.
and
courses
These
designed to broaden
knowledge of the real
estate- business, one
which has demanded
greater depths of
understanding in its more
Calton Morgan, usually son, Max who is specialized facets.
Swain, a native of Murseen wearing his security employed at Airco CarThe northeast corner of serve as the main enguard uniform and scur- bide in Calvert City. ray, has been a sales downtown Murray is tak- trance to the store. The
aluminum awning
rying around the streets Their daughter-in-law, associate of Spann Realty ing on a new look.
overhead was taken down
of Murray in a brown sta- Virginia, works in the of- Associates since
the
Co.,
Corn-Austin
wagon...loaded with fice of attorney_FtobtrIO, December 1980 .and. has ws.e-c-o-nd-cridest con- and will be replaced with
paper work, retired Fri- Miller. They have three participated in many tinuously -operating a wooden one.
"For several years,
day from his duties with grandchildren - Tim, in seminars and training ac- business in Calloway
the U. S. Navy; Rickey, tivities to improve her County, has been refur- we've needed extra
the Bank of Murray.
Morgan, who resides on who works at the local skills. In October she was bishing and renovating space, and we've always
Route 8, had been Fisher-Price plant; and among six Calloway the vacant Allison Cards had our eye on that proemployed . with the bank Laurie, a student at Mur- Countians to take part in 'N' Gifts building to the perty," Pat McReynolds,
the Tourism Study Tour east at the corner of 4th who along with her husas security guard since ray Statetniversity.
Morgan plans to pursue to Bihixi, New Orleans and Main Streets) to ex- band Harold are owners
Dec. 22. 1970. Prior to this
time, Morgan and his —Ns- gardening hobbies and Vicksburg, co- pand its clothing store. and managers of the
wife, Louise-, had owned and enjoy fishing on the sponsored by the Univer- Workers constructed two store. "We thought that if
sity of Kentucky and Ken- 15-foot openings inside to it did become available,
and operated Morgan's lakes in the days ahead.
we'd try to move into it."
A breakfast, honoring tucky Western connect both facilities.
Boat Dock on Kentucky
She added beautificas.
the
to
-Waterland
Lake from 1959 to his years of service
The exterior of both tion of the downtown area
1967, followed by three bank, was given recently • Swain has ‘hree
buildings is being was another reason for
years as deputy sheriff at the Holiday Inn. Many children, Valarie, Steve
by a plaster-type the renovation. The
covered
wishes
good
Aaron.
and
and
gifts
Cohen
of
during the terms
called Dryvit, downtown area has been
material
Rose became affiliated
Stubblefield and Clyde were extended to the
colored in sandalwood good to its businesses and
Realty
Spann
bank
by
with
Morgans
Steele.
merchants take pride and
Associates as a sales beige and taupe.
The Morgans have one employees.
The Main Street en- interest in the area's apassociates in August 1980.
Since locating in Murray, trance will continue to pearance.
she has attened Murray
State University major-

PRESENTATION — (From left) Mike Shanks, Atlanta regional sales
manager, Martha Layne Collins, Kentucky lieutenant governor, David
Parker and Joe W.Parker, of Parker Ford, Inc., and Les Brown, Louisville
district sales manager were involved in this key presentation for the '83
Ranger was made in conjunction with the introduction of this new truck line
by Ford Motor Company.

A

▪

Bank of Murray guard
announces retirement
from security duties

_

_1r
.

Corn-Austin gives
downtown new look

III

Jack Wagar
assumes
dealership

MOODY TRAILER DEALERSHIP — Jack
Wagar assumed in January the Moody boat trailer
distributorship for this area.
ge••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
For all your Travel Reservations Coll
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marjorie and Bill Ma*
753-0880

•
•
•
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•
•. American and International Travelteme
•
•
61•11110•1405110 siii•••*•10••••••••••••••••P
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•
•
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Jack Wagar assumed
in January the Moody
boat trailer distributorship for this area from
Baggett's Boat Trailers,
Possum Trot.
Maintenance supervisor for the Murray Independent School
System, Wagar carries or
can order a complete line
Moody drive-on, bass and
standard trailers. The
trailers are constructed
of either roll steel or
channel iron.
Manufactured in
Maben, Miss., trailers
are on display at 100
Story St. in Murray. Selling to retailers as well as
individuals, he also can
accommodate custom
orders. For more information about any of
the trailers, call Wagar at
753-7380.

New-size Ford pickup truck offers
combination of features for drivers
The new-size Ford
Ranger pickup truck,
first of the industry's 1983
vehicles, offers the best
combination of passenger
load, cargo capacity, fuel
efficiency, ride and
handling,and option coptent among all the Offerings in the fast-growing
compact truck market.
Engineered and
manufactured by the
Ford people, who have
made Ford the number
one-selling truck line in
North American, Ranger
-.Should enhance Ford
truck sales leadership in
1982.
Ranger will ride into a
market segment that
easily could, with any
kind of economic relief,
approach 800,000 units in
the 1982 calendar year.
Compact pickup truck
sales totaled 508,512 units
in 1981.
The Ranger is a 'trucktruck,' combining smalltruck fuel economy with
many of the features
found on the industry's
best-selling pickup truck
— the full-size Ford FSeries — and quality

FBLA AWARD WINNERS — Six students from
Calloway County High School earned recognition in
competition at the annual Region I Future Business
Leaders of America (FBLA) Leadership Conference
at Murray State Univerity Tuesday, March 30. Shown
are: (left to right, front) Terry Bourland, second
place, extemporaneous speaking; and Phillip Orr,
third place, Mr. FBLA; and (back) Christy McCallon,
who accepted for Cindy Bar.sell, first place public
speaking; Teresa Ragsdale, third place, clerk typist
II; Monika West, third place, job interview; and
Patrice Fleming,first place, business communication.

standards unsurpassed in adjusting brakes' and
clutch, computer -set
our history.
Ranger is similar in ap- front-end alignment to
pearance to Ford's full- reduce tire wear and
size F-Series, but its ex- maintenance costs, exterior dimensions are tensive corrosion proteccloser to those of the im- tion and infrequent
ported compacts. Inside, scheduled -maintenance
—Ranger provides three--requirements. Ford engineers subacross seating with more
head, shoulder, leg and jected Ranger to more
hip room than the best- than 1.5 million miles of
durability testing, using
selling imports.
The standard 108-inch many of the same perwheelbase models have formance criteria
six-foot boxes. Seven-foot established for the comboxes are featured on op- pany's full-size trucks.
tional 114-inch wheelbase Development included
models. Both trucks have hundreds of hours of
1,200-pound or optional wind-tunnel testing to
1,600-pound payload give Ranger one of the
lowest wind-resistance
capacities.
Powertrains include ratings ever achieved
the standard 2.0-liter or with a pickup truck —
an optional 2.3-liter four- even lower than some
cylinder engine. The 2.0- passenger cars.
Ranger's share of
liter engine is teamed
with a four-speed manual Ford's-compact truck extransmission. A manual penditures amounts to
or automatic transmis- about $600 million. A
sion is available with the large part of these funds
went toward re-equipping
2.3-liter engine.
In addition, Ranger is and modernizing the
designed with service in company's Louisville
mind. Service features in- Assembly Plant, sole
clude a virtually lube- source of Ranger producfree chassis, self- tion.

FBLA AWARD WINNERS — Three students from Murray High School earned
recognition in competition at the annual Region I Future Business Leaders of
America (FBLA) Leadership Conference at Murray State University Tuesday,
March 30. Shown are: (left to right) Gay Evans, third place, stenographer II;
Mary Ann Gordon, second place, economics; and Diana Adams, second place,
stenogrpher I. They were among about 1,000 students from 26 FBLA chapters in
West Kentucky who participated. First, second and third place contest winners
are eligible to advance to competition in the State FBLA Leadership Conference
in Louisville April 22-24.

I
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eep It Clean
or replace fiberglass filters.
Your air-conditioner filter
It'll help your system work
should be cleaned or
easier and more efficiently.
replaced when it becomes
filter
clogged
dirty. A dirty,
puts a strain on your system
and causes it to use more
energy. Check your filter
frequently.
During the cooling season,
clean aluminum mesh fitters

Bank of Murray
offer our
Congratulations
Jack Wagar
Calton Morgan
Vicki Swain
Wendy Rose
Corn-Austin
•

•

•
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Open Doily 9-9
Sunday 12-6
The Saving Place

Sale Good
Thru Wednesday April 7

COMFORTABLE CASUAL
FOOTWEAR FOR WOMEN
Women's Slides
White or black polyurethane slides on
low heel. Women's sizes.

Sale
Price

90

Women'4 Leather Sandal
Wine colorMather upper with split suede paddbd
insole on flat unit sole. Women's sizes.

Sale
Price

Our Regular
Price $8.97

Women's Sandal
„._.

White polyurethane upper with gilt buckle on
sling back. Women's sizes.

Sale
Price

90
Our Regular
Price $9.97

Women's Leather Sandal

Brown leather one piece vamp with interwoven pattern, beige
pig suede padded sock on campus bottom. Women's sizes.

Sale
Price

- -

Our Regular
Price $13.97

Our Regular
Price $11.97

Women's Canvas Slide

Women's One Band Slide

Wasavtors.

Red or navy canvas uppers on wedge wrapped with
shiny cotton. Women's full sizes only.

Sale
Price

90

Vinyl upper slide with padded sock, wedge and platform
jute wrapped. Women's full sizes in teak or navy.

Sale
Price

Our Regular
Price $7.97

Women's Canvas Casual
Beige or blue canvas upper on natural color
Kraton wedge unit sole. Women's sizes.

Sale
Price

50
Our Regular
Price $9.97

20
Our Regular
Price $3.40

Women's Slide
Wine vinyl and natural color straw uppers with straw
wedge wrap, meal ornament on vamp on
crepe sole. Women's full sizes.

Sale
Price

90
-Our Regular
Price $9.97

glitors.

lir
The Saving Peace°

70() U.S. Highway • 1 N. Murray, Ky
Rt.7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, K
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Racer netters
blank EKU 9-0
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Borg disappointed,but wins match

MONTE CARLO (API since his loss to American ment, which begins Mon— Bjorn Borg says his John McEnroe, now the day.
tennis career has no No.1 player, last July in
Borg now meets
where to go but up.
the championship match Yugoslavia's Marco OstoAn old sports adage goes, "If they don't score, we
"I want to be the top- at Wimbledon.
ja, ranked 143rd, in a
don't lose."
ranked player again and I
second-round qualifying
Murray State's men's tennis team has taken that
On
think I can do it," he said old Friday, the 25-year- match Saturday.
adage to heart against their latest opponents and
Swede ended a fiveFriday after winning his
recorded two 9-0 shutouts.
month break — the
A three-time champion
first
qualifying
in
match
Thursday the Racers blanked Louisville, 9-0, then
longest of his career — in at this major clay-court
five years.
Friday at Eastern Kentucky, the Racers added
"I think if I win seven his bid to win back the top event, Borg must go
another 9-0 conquest to their seasonal results.
or eight tournaments and position he once held for through the qualifying
round because of his deci"It Friday) was the best we've played as a team
two or three of the big 27 months.
to play less than 10
sion
all year long," said MSU coach Bennie Purcell after
ones this year, I'll have a
He defeated Italian Grand
Prix tournaments
his men cruised past the Colonels without losing a
very good chance at do- Paolo Bertolucci 7-5, 6-0
year.
set.
ing it."
in the opening round of this
Borg dropped from qualifying matches for r
Today the Racers were scheduled to play Western
status was exBorg's
u
first to sixth place in the $300,000 Monte Carlo
to be discussed
Kentucky, at Richmond, before returning home for
a mattlfagainst visiting Evaiitirille (1 p.m.:SIM:- - world computer rankings Grand Prix tennis tourrny-- --re this weekend at a
).
day.
Starting off Friday's landslide was No.1 Racer
Terje Persson, who defeated Todd Clemente, 6-2, 63. Mats Ljungman continued his winning streak of
!21 straight matches by defeating Todd Wise,6-1,6-0.
Finn Swarting defeated David Ghanayem, 6-3, 63, in the No.3 slot; Jan Soegaard beat Chuck Gibson,
By Bruce Lowitt
6-3,6-2, Bobby Montgomery defeated James Harris,
Fitzsimmons moaned Philadelphia 76ers.
AP Sports Writer
6-3, 6-4; and Steve Massad completed the MSU
after Dantley scored 42
"Kenny (Dennard)
Utah's losing streak is points — hitting 14 of 19 stopped him in the third
singles sweep by beating Gary Frhom,6-0,671.
over. The Kansas City field goal attempts and quarter," Fitzsimmons
The Racers remained undefeated in doubles play
Kings just couldn't han- all 14 free throws — in said. "Nobody could hanwhen Persson-Swarting bombed Wise-Gibson, 6-0,
dle Adrian Dantley, Dar- Utah's 127-118 victory. It dle him in the fourth
6-2; Ljungman-Montgomery handled Clementsrell Griffith ... and all ended the longest losing quarter,though ...
Ghanayem, 6-0, 6-2; and Massad-Eric Tishammer
that Jazz.
defeated Harris-Rowlett in the closest match of the
streak of the National
"Mind you, they
"Nobody played A.D. in Basketball Association deserved to win. It was
day,7-6, 6-4.
the first half. We were season at 18 games, two not a thing of beauty; it
Murray State's record improied to 11-3 with the
almost giving it to him," short of the league record was pretty sloppy."
victory,which was the fifth straight for the Racers.
Kansas City Coach Cotton set by the 1970-71
Griffith added 30 points

of that happening are
very, very small," said
Borg, who now lives in
the tax-haven principality of Monte Carlo.
Asked if he was angry
having to qualify here,
Borg said: "I'll pat it this
way: I don't like it and I
don't think it's fair."
Borg's parents watched
But if he does, Borg his return to tournament
said he believes the pro- play at the Monte Carlo
fessional tennis council Country Club on the
will hold to its position shores of the Mediterrathat he must qualify for nean. Borg is a member
of the swank club and has
those tournaments.
"I hope I don't have to purchased a tennis shop
qualify, but the chances for his parents in Monte
tournament director's
meeting as well as a
meeting of the men's professional tennis council.
Borg, a five-time
Wimbledon and six-time
French Open champion,
has not decided if he will
enter those events this
year.

Carlo.
Borg's wife, Mariana, a
Romanian tennis player
who has been absent from
the women's circuit in recent years, was not in the
crowd. Borg, however,
discounted reports that
she was in a Swiss clinic
recovering from a kidney
problem.
"Mariana is healthy.
She's been healthy for
quite a while," he said.
"She's in Switzerland on
vacation with friends. I
don't know if she'll be in
Monte Carlo or notfor the
tournament."

'All that Jazz'finally ends Utah losing streak

as the Jazz rallied from
Bobby Jones scored 22 Nets 98, Bullets 96
Albert King's slam
behind in the closing points and Lionel Hollins
minutes to win their 20th 20 as the 76ers handed dunk with five seconds to
game of the season — Cleveland its 10th con- play gave the Nets their
they've lost 53 — and secutive' defeat. James victory over the Bullets,
their first since Feb. 23. Silas of the Cavs had 31. solidifying New Jersey's
They've got nine games "It's nice to score 31, but hold on a playoff berth
to go.
the object is to win," he and weakening
"Last Tuesday," Utah said. "We've got to play Washington's.
Washington had an" opCoach Frank Layden over our heads to beat the
portunity to send the
said, "we pledged to Siiers."
ourselves that we were
game into overtime but
Bucks 114, Bulls 105
Kevin Grevey missed an
going to play a 10-game
- Brian Winters got hot
-footer at the buzzer.
season and we were going
18
down the stretch, scoring
Ray Williams of the
to do our best to win them seven field goals in the
Nets led all scorers with
all.
final five minutes — in27 points, 12 in the fourth
"We're now 1-0."
cluding six consecutive
Kansas City led 112-107 jump shots — to lead the quarter. Ray Ballard
Also onthe winning 400 Thomas made up the first with less than five
Murray State used nine legiate track meet Fri- the running events for
paced the Bullets with 18.
MSU by winning in the meter-relay team were place mile relay squad. •ImAntites remaMig, then Bucks past -Chicago. Suns 109,Lakeral9
—first pMte--- efforts -and day;'
Walsh claimed the 100 Dantley and Griffith led a Before that burst, he'd
swept the top three posi-, Andy Vince set a new 200 meter dash and par- Gerald Jackson, John
Phoenix, overtaking
and
Walsh
Alfred
Brown.
400
the
both
to
events
56-4
on
MSU
his
with
ticipating
record
meter dash for MSU with nine-point surge and to managed only three Los Angeles in the final
tions in several
baskets.
meter and mile relay Forde, Brown, Willie his 10.95 clocking.
blast host Western Ken- throw in the shot put.
minutes with a 13-2
give Utah a 116-112 lead
"I was really struggl- six
Jackson a n d Willie
tucky. 85-59, in a colElvis Forde anchored teams.
In the field events Dave with 2;55 to go. Griffith's
scoring burst, moved one
Small won the long jump three-point basket with 37 ing," he said. "In fact I game ahead of idle
and Racer teammate seconds left made it 123- was just plain lousy. Golden State in the battle
When I got my first
Paul Babbits was vic- 116.
the sixth and final
in the final for
basket
torious in the pole vault.
Mike Woodson, Larry quarter (to tie it at 100- Western Conference
Small also won the triple Drew and Steve Johnson
playoff berth.
jump while Earnst Pat- scored 23 points apiece 100) I got a pretty good
Dennis Johnson scored
feeling. But when I hit my
terson's 7-foot clearance for Kansas City.
25 points and Truck
second shot a short time Robinson added 19 for the
won the high jump for
Elsewhere in the NBA
later I knew I had found Suns. Walter Davis, who
MSU.
--it was Ilhiladelphia 135, the groove."
Today the Racers were Cleveland 115;
had 17 points, scored
Milwaukee won its three consecutive baskets
scheduled to compete in a Milwaukee 114, Chicago
dual meet at Southeast
fourth in a row and the
105; Boston 110, Atlanta Bulls dropped their in the final charge for the
Missouri.
Suns. Jamaal Wilkes led
107; New Jersey 98, fourth straight.
the Lakers with 23 points.
Washington 96; Phoenix
Marques Johnson and Nuggets 127,Blazers 121
109, Los Angeles 99;
Mickey Johnson hit 24
Denver ran its winning
Denver 127, Portland 121, points apiece and Winters
and Seattle 111, San An- got 20 for the Bucks. Ron- streak to 12 in a row as
Kiki Vandeweghe scored
tonio 86.
nie Lester had 17 for
27 points and Alex
76ers 135, Cavs 115
Chicago.
English and Dan Issel hit
This year's edition of
23 apiece. Portland, fallthe 76ers is a far cry from Celtics 110, Hawks 107
2 games behind the
1
Larry Bird scored 24 ing 3/
LAS VEGAS, Nev. that crew of 11 seasons
(AP) — Dwight Anderson ago — especially with the points, two on free throws final playoff berth, was
of Southern California return of Darryl that broke a 107-107 tie in led by Mychal Thompand seven-foot Wallace Dawkins.
the closing minute, then son's 27 points and Calvin
Bryant of the University
The Philadelphia Kevin McHale grabbed a Natt's 26.
of San Francisco were center, who missed 28 rebound and sank a foul Sorties 111,Spurs 86
selected to lead a West games with a broken leg, shot to seal Boston's vicSeattle moved within
squad that tried to break played 31 minutes, scored tory over Atlanta.
2 games of the first/
21
a three game losing 15 points and had 11 reEddie Johnson of the place Lakers in the
streak today against the bounds, three blocked Hawks had a chance to tie Pacific Division by pounEast in the llth annual shots and four assists the Celtics with two free ding San Antonio, whose
Pizza Hut Basketball
against Cleveland, his throws three seconds Midwest Division leader
Classic.
best performance since from the end. :Bat, he- over Denver shrank to
USC
Anderson, who led
gTime. to action seven missed the first shot,then
returning
into the NCAA playoffs,
Gus Williams pumped
missed the second intenjoins Wallace and eight games ago.
"I'm tired ... My dunks tionally, hoping the in 33 points and Jack
other college seniors on a
West team coached by lacked authority, but they Hawks would get the re- Siluna added 20 for the
Oregon State's Ralph had enough to get there," bound. McHale got it in- SuperSonics.George GerMiller, the Associated said the former stead, was fouled and vin had 33 for San Antonio.
Press coach of the year in backboard smasher.
sank a free throw.
college basketball.
The East squad, which
features Jimmy Black,
the playmaking guard of
NCAA champion North
210 33%
16 57
San Diego
Carolina, holds a 6-4 lead
t-clinched division title
inhistory,
series'
in the
y-clinched playoff niots.
Friday's Ganes
cluding wins in the last
Boston 110, Atlanta 107
three games.
Now Jersey 16, Waahlturtonal
_
Cadoway County's fifth
Philadelphia 1M,Clevelatid 115
For close-quarters maneuvering,
The 400 is the most powerful lawn
Kentucky's Joe B.Hall
NEW YORK (AP) —
Milwaukee 114, Chicago 105
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Gregg
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Kansas City Kings during
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Like other John Deere Tractors, the
there are virtually no round-the-home
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pected to play in the a game March 24.
New Jersey at Cleveland
Marc Hatcher, Tim Arm400 is "human engineered" for safety
game, but Pizza Hut ofIt was the second time
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he
at Las Angeles
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say
ficials
Rollins has been fined for
A triple-safety starting system helps
Hydrostatic drive teams with a
Houston at San Antonio
Cuiston, Johnny Ahart
Thursday and will be an elbowing incident this
Denver at Seattle
prevent accidental starts And a
2-speed rear axle to let you match
and James Yearry.
replaced by Baylor for- season. He was fined $750
No games
safety switch shuts off the engine if
speed and power to the Job And
ward Tern Teagle.
for elbowing Jeff Cook of
The Calloway County
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of Alabama, Duke's
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Traditional golf bolls
may suffer extinction

LAKER TRACK TEAM — Participating on the 1982 Calloway
County High School boys track team are (front row,from left)
manager Jill Mitchell, Barry Knight, Ricky Boggess, Dana
Pearson, Paul Vought, Mark Thorn, Chris Sheridan, Kenny
Wyatt, Greg Boren, and manager Donna Coles. (Second row,
from left) Jeff Butterworth, Dale Torsak, Ricky Houston,

Herlie Chadwick, Darrell Harris, Richard Dowdy, Tommy
Workman, Tony Hendon, Rodney Hounshell, Dwayne Irvin,
and Tim Blake. (Back row, from left) Head coach Jim Nix,
Casey Kurth, Mike Hollowaf,—Iirandy Dawson, grad Miller
David Tipton, Bryan Tebbetts, Scott Lusk, Steve Markle, Mike
Wicker,Steve Grace,Todd Albritton, and Glenn Brandon.

By Will Grinisley
AP Special
Correspondent
Before man invented
the wheel, he probably
discovered the ball.
One can imagine a couple of cavemen, having
returned from the hunt,
grabbing a tree limb and
amusing themselves by
trying to knock a rounded
rock into a boiling
cauldron.
Thus, the first a-bornin'
wails of the game of golf.
As centuries passed,
the rocks were replaced
by fabrics stuffed into
animal hides to make a
ball. Then came gutta
percha, a gummy stuff
off the trees in India; rubber,—and-on itiother tia- cowhide and and
pigskin, pumped full of
air.
The result: Balls of all
sizes and shapes — toys
for the amusement of
man.
Next week 26 major
league *baseball clubs
open their season, all of
them playing a ball which
has been virtually unchanged for a century —
nine inches in circumference, weighing six
ounces, made with a rubber or cork center, tightly

wound yarn covered by
two strips of horsehide.
Next weekend, golf's
elite will gather in
Augusta, Ga., for the
Masters. They will be swinging at a smaller pellet
— 1.6 inches in diameter
— but something new will
be added to the dream
course of the late Bob
Jones.
For the first time, colored golf balls — instead
of the traditional white —
will decorate the green
giant like a Christmas
tree. Orange, for certain,
maybe some yellow.
So, what's the big deal?
Nothing, maybe, but at
least it is a break with
tradition and, with the
-baseball opening's, AM
question is raised: Can a
person see an orange or
yellow ball better than a
white one? If so, why
hasn't baseball loosened
its corset strings and got
with it?
Dean Cassell, president
of the Dunlop Sports
Company, who has hit the
market with an Optic
Orange Maxfli DDH,contends that exhaustive
scientific tests show that
balls with a fluorescent
orange paint job are
distingu.ihable at

distances 40 per cent farther than conventional
colors or white.
"We predict that 30 per
cent of all golf balls sold
will shortly be optic," he
said. "As more manufacturers jump on the bandwagon, the total could
jump to 40 per cent. On an
annual basis, that adds
up to 1100 million spent on
orange balls."
PGA and Wilson also
have gone into the optic
ball business. Former
U.S. Open champion
Jerry Pate, who has
threatened to turn golf into an aquatic sport (leaping into the lake after
every win), used an
orange ball throughout
.the. winter and spring
tour.
Jack Nicklaus, who is
color blind, says he never
has been able to follow a
white ball in flight. He
wants his company,
MacGregor, to go to a
yellow ball. Jack, an avid
tennis player, is accustomed to optic yellow
tennis balls.
As for the orange ball,
as Dunlop's Cassell puts
it: It's not the outside but
the inside that counts.
The ball always will go
just as far. The difference
is: you can see it better.

Leach launches baseballs
instead of Michigan passes
A

LADY LAKER TRACK TEAM — Members of the 1982
Calloway County High School girls track team include (front
row from left) Melissa Herndon, Tammy Treas, Karen Hall,
Ladonna Overbey, Alechia Cunningham, kelly Jameson, Kris
Miller, Mandi Miller, Jeanetta Geurin, Jeanne Rule, Mylinda
Mitchell, Gina Morris, Deanna Garland, Stephanie Wuest,

Stachy Taylor, and Kim Hopkins. (Standing, from left) Assistant coach Cindy Lassiter, Wendy Osmus, Ashley Miller, Jane
Ann Barrow, Mimi Todd, Gina Walker, Bonnie Hutchens, Dana
Hoke, Vickie Houghton, Beth Hooks, Noreen Herndon, Jill
Childres, Terri Malcolm, Andrea Hudgins, Rachel Lamb, head
coach Sue Outland, and student teacher Shelly Steinkoenig.

By Herschel Nissensof
AP Sports Writer
Rick Leach was a star
quarterback at the
University of Michigan
from 1975-78, but his
career passing average
was nothing compared
with his average this spring.

American League West previewed

LaRusso predicts title for White Sox
ed by Britt Burns, Steve Trout, Dennis Lamp and
One of a series
Richard Dotson. Lamarr Hoyt, Jerry Koosman and
By Hal Bock
Lynn McGlothen are in the bullpen.
AP Sports Writer
The Angels are loaded with a lineup of name
Attorney Tony LaRitssa, who manages the
players that borders on awesome. Rod Carew, BobChicago White Sox when he isn't busy with writs
by Grich, Rick Burleson and Doug DeCinces form
and torts, offers some expert testimony about the
the infield. Fred Lynn, Reggie Jackson, Don Baylor
1982 baseball season.
are available outfielders along with rookie flash
"We will win the West," said LaRussa. "White
Tom Brunansky. Brian Downing, Ed Ott and Bob
Sox fans can make plans to attend the championBoone are solid catchers.
ship series at Comiskey Park this fall."
The California pitching, though, is questionable.
Now that woillti be a switch. The last time there
aces are Ken Forsch and Don Aase. But people
The
when
1959,
was postseasonikseball in Chicago was
Mike Witt, Bruce Kison, Geoff Zahn, Andy
like
LaRussa was 15 years old.
Bill Travers and Mickey Mahler must proHassler,
chances,
team's
But the Sox's manager likes his
Angels to make a run at the title.
the
for
duce
especially after two major winter trades which
a study in contrasts.
is
Oakland
Steve
outfielder
—
delivered a pair of big bats
The A's have baseball's best outfield in Rickey
Kemp and first baseman-outfielder Tom Paciorek.
Henderson, Tony Armas and Dwayne Murphy.
To win the West, though, the White Sox will have
do not have baseball's best infield, a revolving
They
to overcome an All Star-packed California lineup
operation with people like Davey Lopes,
door
by
orchestrated
as
Billyball
of
and the razzmatazz
Klutts, Wayne Gross, Dave McKay, Fred
Mickey
Manager Billy Martin in Oakland. Texas and KanRob Picciolo all available
and
_7:Stanley
with
scramble
the
of
thick
the
in
be
sas City should
pitching rotation is solid with-Mike
starting
The
Minnesota and Seattle bringing up the rear.
Steve McKatty and Rick
Keough,
Matt
Norris,
inthat
lineup
Chicago
a
Kemp and Paciorek join
however, is almost invisibullpen,
The
Langford.
cludes Greg Luzinski, Carlton Fisk, Harold Baines
Oakland has so many
why
explain
may
which
ble,
Bernazard
Tony
and
Almon
Bill
LeFlore.
and Ron
games.
complete
proved a capable second base-shortstop team last
Besides Lopes, newcomers include Joe Rudi,
year and Jim Morrison is the third baseman with
for an Oakland encore, and Dan Meyer,
returning
Mike Squires helping Paciorek at first.
who could share first base with Jim Spencer.
LaRussa has some talented young pitchers headIf the A's stay close, Martin will find a way for
them to win their share of games and remain in the
West chase all the way.
Kansas City knows how to win. The Royals have
finished first in the West often enough to know the
formula and Manager Dick Howser has the horses
with veterans like George Brett, Willie Wilson,
Amos Otis, Hal McRae, Frank White, Willie Aikens
and U.L. Washington.
Opening Day Probable Melon
Only games scheduled
MooMay'oGames
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Dennis Leonard, Larry Gura and Paul Splittorff
• RATIONAL LEAGUE
11-111
MorI
Stitt)
t
Detroit
Toronto
at
give Howser capable starting pitching and the
Chicago (Bird 44) at Cincinnati (Sato
ris 14-71
1141
Texas (Tanana CHI) at New York
bullpen belongs to Dan Quisenberry.
Only game scheduled.
1G nidry 1141
It's a strong cast that promises to keep the Royals
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Boston (Torres 111-3) at Chicago
Kansas City (Leonard 13-11) at
(Baru 1.4)
in the thick of the division race.
Baltimore D Martinez 14-6 I
Cleveland (Barker 1-7) at Milwaukee
Texas has a decent starting pitching rotation with
Only game scheduled.
( V ackovich 14-4)
Tessney'eGososs
Seattle (Bannister 9411) at Minnesota
Frank Tanana, Rick Honeycutt, Doc Medich and

BASEBALL
Starting pitchers

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Montreal )Rogers 124) at Pittsburgh
(Rhoden 1-4)
San Francisco (Holland 74 or Gale {Eat Loa Angeles( Ream 1114)
New York (Zacbry 7-1 4) at
Philadelphia (Carlton 13-4),41011, I al
St. Louis (B. Forsch lei) et Hesston
(Ryan 114),MAIO,(s)
Atlanta (Mahler 14) at San Diego
Lichelberger 141,MASS,(al

(Redfern 1.1),(n
Cantons's (K -ran& 1141 - it
Oakland(Langford DAI),(a)
Only games scheduled.
— --NOTE Pitchers' till mania Yam,.

Charlie Hough. Danny Darwin and Steve Corner
head the bullpen corps.
Tanana was one of three-key atquisitions for the
Rangers in the off-season. The others were first
baseman Lamar Johnson and second baseman
Doug Flynn.
With Flynn at second, Texas recently dealt
veteran Bump Wills. Also on the block is Al Oliver,
who has been one of the game's best hitters for a
long time.
Buddy Bell, Mickey Rivers, and Jim Sundberg
are key men in Manager Don Zimmer's everyday
lineup. Leon Roberts, John Grubb, Billy Sample
and Pat Putnam will get their share of playing
time, as well.
Minnesota moves into a brand new domed
stadium in downtown Minneapolis, but the Twins
could be in for a long year unless their young
players come through.
Manager Billy Gardner wants to build a speed
and defense oriented club around young veterans
like Butch __Wynegar, FW Smalley and John
Castino, who-is recovering from back surgery.
They'll be joined by young outfielders Dave Engle
and Gary Ward and a cast of fresh new faces including first baseman Kent Hrbek, catcher Tim
Laudner and infielders Gary Gaetti and Len Faedo.
The pitching is more familiar with Pete Redfern,
Al Williams, Brad Havens, Roger .Erickson and
Darrell Jackson as starters and Doug Corbett and
Bobby Castillo in the bullpen.
Rene Lachemann starts his first full season as
manager of the Mariners and promises a new look
in Seattle. Like the Twins,the Mariners will go with
youngsters, breaking in new people to go with
veterans like Jim Essian, Richie Zisk, Julio Cruz,
Bruce Bochte and Lenny Randle. The rookies include first baseman Jim Maier, infielders Dave
Edler and Paul Serna and outfielders Dave Henderson and Al Chambers.
Jim Beattie, Floyd Bannister and Glenn Abbott
are the Mariners' top pitchers with Shane Hawley
one of the league's top relievers.
Prediction: Chicago, California, Oakland, Kansas City, Texas, Minnesota, Seattle.

-----

Transactions
BL
Americas
CHICAGO
Treded
Wayne Nordhagen, outfielder-catcher,
to the Toronto Blue Jays for Aurelio
Rodrigues, third baseman Optioned
Jeff Sc$oatting.r, pitcher, to Edmonton
of the Pacific
CLEVELAND I.
geNS—Waived
Nla
L
Pat Kelly. for the purpose at giving him
his unconditional release Optioned
Silvio Martinet, pitcher, to Charleston
of the International
ERS- Sent
MILWAUKEE Vil
Doug Jones, pitcher, to Vancouver of
the Pacific Coast League
TORONTO BLUE JAYS—Optioned
George Bell, outfielder, Jackson Todd,
her, to
ehyricl, and Gene Petralli, catcher,
al the International League
r
kat Tony Fernandes, shortstop. and
Dave Getwel=er,to Syracuse
lawn
CINCINNATI REP— resigned Greg
- ---listrie, pitcher, to Indianapolis of Me American Amorlation
MONTREAL EX POS Waived Stan
_ Klalisman, pitcher. for the purpose of oriole him Me uncondiUonal release Op--Owed florid Palmer, pitcher, to Mem
of the Southern League

_
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111 UNITS
OCEAN FRONT
1, 2 and 3 Bedroom
Efficiency Apart nts

rrHooto<I pool — SO awe..
Color TV
•Room phones
30 course*
*Golf package
*Near amusement area
*Fishing pl•r ", block
•Tennis evadable
• stouront
*On premises parking
•3 Oceon IrOra hOesere

Per biomasses11se mew

Water and
electricity don't
mix. Coming in contact
with water while operating an
electrical tool can cause shock.
Don't take chances. Whim using
electric tools, watch out for puddles
of water, wet concrete, and wet
grass- Stay Putal harms way.

Of course, Leach plaw
a different sport these
days, having been named
earlier in the week as the
regular first baseman for
the Detroit Tigers. He
celebrated Friday with
four hits, including a two
out single in the ninth that
drove in the winning run
in the Tigers' 8-7 exhibition baseball victory over
the Pittsburgh Pirates.
In four years at
Michigan, Leach completed 250 of 537 passes —
both school records — for
46.6 percent. This spring,
he has 20 hits in 36 at-bats
for a sizzling .555 batting
average, plus a teamleading 13 runs batted in.
"I'm really elated
because I've had my back
to the wall all winter and
spring," he said. "All the
talk about this club never
involved me, and that
hurt. I came down here
knowing I had to have a
good spring at the plate,
and I did. I went out and
had the best spring I've
ever had. I had to prove I
could be an effective major league hitter.
"Earning the job
makes it real sweet.I feel
proud because I always
deu.t Aylot
sit.uB
t ae
akielpth
goes back to what Bo
(Michigan football Coach
Bo Schembechler) taught
me in college. He's a
stickler for hard work,
and that helped me when
I had to go out there and
earn a spot this spring."
Manager Sparky
Anderson said Leach, a
former outfielder, came
to see him over the
winter.
"He asked for the
chance to gain the first
base job," Anderson said.
"I said, All right.' By doing that, he ran the risk of
not making the ballclub
at all. He was going for
Eilrbaltet
'
o°
gm
goesearn it and it's yours."
The Pirates had tied

the score in the sixth inning on a pinch three-run
homer by veteran slugger
Willie Stargell, who is ending his big league career
this season, while Leach
is beginning his except
for 83 at-bats a year ago.
In other games, Dave
Winfield and Rick Cerone
hit consecutive home
runs off Philadelphia ace
Steve Carlton _in the
fourth inning and the New
York Yankees defeated
the Phillies 7-2. Winfield
drove in four huis with a
single and two-run double
in addition to his homer.
Bruce Benedict also
drove in four runs as the
Atlanta B1 aves boosted
their spring record to 18-6
with a 7-5 decision over
the Houston Astros.
Benedict hit a two-run
homer in the second inning, an RBI single in the
fourth and a tie-breaking
sacrifice fly in the sixth.
The Boston Red Sox
ripped six straight hits off
Pat Zachry in the sixth inning for five runs — including doubles by Wade
Boggs, Carney Lansford,
Rich Gedrnan and Glenn
Hoffman — and downed
the New York Mets 7-5.
Larry Parrish made his
debut with Texas and hit
a two-run homer, while
Buddy Bell rapped out
three singles and drove in
two runs as the Rangers
defeated the Kansas City
Royals 9-3.

Weekend
Freedom
Machines'

John Deere
5- and 8-hp
Riding Mowers
Take lete a little easier this
year with a John Deere
Riding Mower RI004141 the
5-hp 65 or the 8-hp Write.
65 has a 3-speed
transmission and 28-inch
cutting width The 68 has 8
5-speed shift-on-the-go
transmission 30- or
34-inch Cutting width and
recoil or electric start Ail
have color-coded controls
padded seat and wide
nonslip footrests The 68
haSAtully enclosed
engine tor a quieter ride
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West Ky. Rural Electric Coop-Corn
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EAR OUTDOORS

Crappie tourney continues

by wade bournel

sale. We also sell birds to involved in the preserve. staged on Mar. 13 and 14.
other hunting Many sports figures Two-man teams put up
come here regularly, $50, and they got to hunt
preserves," Wilson said.
"I started my hatching r10WeVer..Whitey Herzog quail with their.own dogs
V.program in 1974 with two is a regular customer.
for 40 minutes. The limit
a
offers
RobartrXilson
pairs of quail, and now I
was 10 birds. The team
I SOP
•
raise 40,000 bobwhites a complete hunting that got their limit the
t "AN
of
year," he continued. Add package; transportation quickest, with the least
. de .0).00
of •
in 9,000 chukars and 3,000 from the Paducah air- number of shots, won the
.
ringneck pheasants, and port, lodging and meals pot. Twenty-four teams
it's soon apparent that in Clinton, hunting; participated, and the winRobert Wilson is no small shells, dogs, bird cleanTubby Laren and Ray Vinson, both of Henderhunters bagged 10
time operator.
ing, the works. Prices on b
son, and Mike Littrell, Murray,caught 104 crappie
birds with 11 shots in 11
$10
In Kentucky Lake.
His business actually the hunting include atheninutes.
Two such events
m
arose from a misfor- daily preserve fee,
for
next
planned
are
tunate accident in 1974."I $3.50 for each quail,$5 for year.
for
$7.25
was working at the tire each chukar and
So for Robert Wilson,
ihing
-plant in Mayfield -and suf, -each pheasant. what started as a four
the
Hunting on
fered a back injury which
quail operation has now
required surgery," preserve is by appoint- turned into a very-fullduring the month of
Wilson explained. A year ment only. Six to eight time venture. He's had to
If you like to crappie
March, but most of the
earlier his uncle, Willis hunters a day can be ac- learn to 'raise his fish in the brush and time you could catch
Hilliard, had started a commodated, and birds gamebirds in very exac- bushes along 'the some fish.
small hunting preserve are released in the ting condition. He's had shoreline get ready!
Most of the bass
as a retirement hobby. shooting area prior to the to learn to condition them
The lake elevation has anglers have been catThe hobby soon outgrew hunters'arrival.
so they'll be wild when been rising for several ching a large amount of
"We're getting more released. He's learned days now and many small bass (under 12 inHilliard's retirement,
however, and Robert hunters each year. I think the management aspect. slab's are being taken ches) which indicates a
Wilson agreed to raise preserves are the coming And he still crops the from these areas. We are good spawn last year.
quail for him while he thing, since it's harder farm for various grains:
We caught a lot of the
not, at the summer pool
recuperated - from the and harder to find good
And oh yes, the hun- level yet, but hopefully same size fish last fall so
surgery. Hence, the two quail shooting out in the ting. After the tour was we will be there soon.
maybe the winter dieoff
wilds," Robert Wilson over the shooting started.
bobwhite pairs which led
I also hope TVA of- _wasn't very bad. Except
to the gamebird business cdntinued. He does most After several hits and ficials can hold the higher with the threadfin shad!
of his business in several more embarrass- level this spring without a
of today.
The rising waters
November through ing misses (on by behalf, severe drop, it could should warm very quick"I more or less worked
into the hunting manage- February. He gets many not Robert's), we came in mean a much better ly now, bringing the
"regular" hunters, peo- with a sackful of quail, spawn.
ment, taking it over in
larger bass into the bays.
1975," Wilson continued.
ple who want to work two chukars and another
The folks at Kenlake It seems like the right
young dogs and shoot pair of pheasants. The Marina and the Murray time to be threwing a
;lie business was expandquail in a controlled warm temperatures Bait Company, have dip- spinnerbait doesn't it?
ed, new :hatching equipsituation. He also gets didn't feel like hunting ped so many minnows
ment was bought, holding
The water color is Just
many big corporate season, but I forgot about _ already, their hands look the way I like it. Any lure
and flight pens were conbusines&groups. Cuie par-__.thett _when tht qpail *Lk.- whitestrIznesl K eeprit -yea choose wiltbe- seen
structe-d,a-clubhouse was
fir-SW-Mir.--ffliNglagrPa8iiii-shot a came roaring out of
up though', the crappie easily so try a variety, if
thecombind
operation ensured a
run just might be a little you like to gamble.
brush.
quail, 156 chukars and 80
growing clientle.
I haven't seen any
early this year.
pheasants.(On preserves ,
"Last year we shot
I talked with J. W. sauger for several weeks
the limit is determined by
20,000 quail. We get. a lot
Wilham last week and he so they must be spawnhow much money you
of business out of
seems to feel the same ing.
have in your wallet.)
Missouri and Tennessee;
way. The water
They can be found
With lodging, food, bird
maybe 25, comes from
temperature was 52-54 along the main creek and
cleaning and shotgun
Kentucky. All our adverdegrees, and that is river channels if you care
shells thrown in, the
tising is ward of mouth."
unusual for March.
to hunt for them.
group spent nearly $7,000
Wilson said Mike ShanIf you have been after
If they follow, mother
in a day-and-a-half.
non was associated with
the crappie this year, you nature's cycle, after
Then there's the Open
the hunting operation for
know that they have mov- spawning, they will come
Quail Team Championpromotional purposes,
ed several times, from into the dropoffs where
but the-Cardinal baseball
ship, an event Robert
the crappie are.
deep to shallow.
personality is no longer
Wilson and Willis Hilliaid
The dropoffs and ledges
Remember the early
is
it
'75,
have in mind range
in
I
had
we
spring
trIte 1
11}. •dit< Alit: Vit.( :4111C<A111K AC(Airs ACK AllgUalli(1#
.
--e way now. from 5 to 15 feet in depth,
much the sari1
There have cold fronts but most of the sauger I
and storm fronts moving catch on minnows are at
in and around this area the 10 foot level.

The day was better
suited to sunbathing than
quail hunting. A record
warm wave had pushed
the late March
temperature into the 80's,
and the sky was a breezy
powder blue. Turkeys
would be gobbling. Crappie would be biting. Big
bass would be nestling up
into the brushpiles to feed
and get ready for spawning. Spring definitely was
bursting winter's seams,
and yet here I was stuffing Atill's into my shell
vest.---.
But • whol—to 'argue
when your hosts are doing likewise and standing
by with a pair of anxious
pointers. Robert Wilson
and Willis Hilliard were
through talking. Now it
was time for shooting,
and I've never been one
to turn down a sure thing.
Quail hunting, you say?
In late March, when the
season ended in
February? In broad
daylight? Yes to all three
questions, and fully legal
at that. Robert Wilson
owns and operates the
Mike Shannon Hunting
Preserve three miles east
of Clinton, Kentucky. The
preserve season runs _
through April. We'd been
talking about sharing a
hunt since last fall, but
this--was-our first chance
to get together.'Before it was time for
the guns and shells,
Robert toured me
through his operation,
and I learned what goes
into a shooting preserve
of this scale.
"We offer hunting for
quail, pheasants and
chukar partridges. We
raise our own quail and
chukars, and we have a
processing plant for
cleaning and packaging
quail for commercial
'''.
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ARQUITA'S
PLACE

We're Known For Our...

Retail 0

for AU Your Fishing Needs

$

*Delicious Fish Dinners ef-tomemode Desserts

'Noe Lunches •Breakfost Served Anytime
.
4
0

Sunday Dinner
Chickeb 3Dressing, 3
Vegetables,"Teo.or Coffee,
Bread & Dessert
54-6192

g
Serving The Lakes For 30 Years
0
;Hwy. 94 East
Phone i
1, Murray, Ky. 42071
502-79-5693:
ay rok:)'PC).AMC AIM?SW ARK MIK MK AMC911

Hwy
68
lonatha
Crest&
5:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m

L

_
VERNON'S 'OitILF,N SHE
•_

Olympic Plaza
_

841 Super Shell

The Trigg County Crappie Tournament, at Lake
Barkley near Cadiz, is
nearly one-third over.
The largest crappie
caught last week by 15year-old John Hall, Rt. 2,
Cadiz, weighed 2 pounds,
12 ounces and was 14% inchef long. His first prize
In the weekly contest is
rental of a 14-foot
aluminum boat and 7%
hp motor for five consecutive days from
Rockcastle General
Store.
Other winners this past
week were:.Second prize
- Bill GelIhtius,
Hopkinsville, 2 lb., 5 oz.,
16 in., rod and reel, Pro
Shop; third prize - Mike
Thompson, Route 1, Dexter, 2 lb., 15 in., antique
bubble gum machine,
Groeningers General
Store; fourth prize - Brenda Jones, Hardin,1 lb., 14
oz., 15% in., Coca Cola
cooler; fifth prize - Jerry
Jones, Dexter, 1 lb., 14
oz., 15 in., 16 in. pizza and
two medium drinks,
Wildcat Den, Cadiz; sixth
prize - A. H. Ruggles,
Millersburg, 1 lb., 14 oz.,
13% in., catfish supper
for two, Cadiz
Restaurant; seventh

•
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NOW OPEN!

Co.
Hendon's toBait
Busy Bread
622 SAM Mat

*Minnows
*Ice

*Snacks

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service

7S3-0262
Open 4:30 a.m.

410 N.4th
753-8364 753-6779

KEY AUTO .
PARTS
IO NS
COMPLETE
E EENGINES
•AP PLMN
T•REO
•• C
•

11.16.

1 For Garden
5 Lb.
Seven
Dust

'T
11;0
lted
i

/I Misses
Students s 14.95

(.)

Children's s 1 2"

Open 9 A ••• 9 p
Doily
_ 'PA• ' .PM Sunday
-

753-9131

Worms — Minnows
Licenses — Ice — Supplies •

747 Ridge Rd.-Hamlin, Ky.
436-2102 .

SHIELD
Of
SHELTER

Bulk Garden Seed
Rex 21% Dog Food

for
your

NON

boat

IN.$6.99

'1111/1111111

Located On
New Concord
Hwy. Murray,
Ned To Lyons Electric

'4
TOVAtUI

Brood protection eveileble
fop most boats, motors.
troller*. end equipment
in one pecks,* policy

for $ 11 300

753-0632
Mon.-Fri. 8-5

KEY

•STARTERS•DOORS
•• R
SEEts
WRH
ATO
.
AA
LTDEIRONS

INC.

4.
_•

•WHEEL COVERS
• AUTO ACCESSORIES

753-5500
515 S. 4TH ST.. MURRAY

1159

Jim Fain's Shelter Insurance

Durgin 0
Bait Shop

•

Hw.641 South

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Open 7Days A Week
4 o.m.-6 p.m.

.
/c

i
trIegium14

Women s 23.95

Price

.•51,

BUYER - SELLER OF LATE MODEL SALVAGE & AUTO PARTS

Levi Jeans
1 5.95

1/3

-

Mason Thema, Murray, caught 56 crappie
weighIng 58 pods.

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

BOOS S 10 to S4n rur
One Entire
Wall Of
Merchandise

4ri

.

f
io
tr A

Where "Service Is Our Business

Men s or Women s Insulated

prize -Boyd Neal, Nebo,1
lb., 13 oz., 15 in., tournament T-shirt and cap;
eighth prize - Bill Covington, Clarksville,
Tenn., 1 lb. 12 oz., 15 in.,
steak dinner, Hamtown
Restaurant; ninth prize James Cain, Benton, 1
lb., 10 oz., 15 fn.,cap,Pennyrile Rural Electric;
tenth prize - Larry
Cleveland, Chesterton,
IN, 1 lb., 10 oz., 14 in.,
Pepsi T-shirt; eleventh
prize - Richard Milburn,
Louisville, 1 lb., 10 oz., 14
in., bag Lays' potato
chips.
During the fourth week
of the contest there were
four more tags turned in,
bringing the total to 13
tags in the running for the
sweepstakes drawing on
Memorial Day. Those
turning in tags last week
were: Owen Tribble,
Route 4, Cadk;
Peters, Route 2, Cadiz;
Walt Sanders,
Clarksville, Tenn. and
Charles Hughes,
Hopkinsville. The contest
is continuing through
May. For information
write Crappie Tournament, P. 0. Box 1011,
_Cadiz, Kentucky, 42211 or
call(502)522-6855.

Missing Hill Resort
And Campground
Parking spaces for campers
• camping trailers, house
trailers on lots overlooking
lake. Rent by the week,
month, day or year. Call
436-SS19 anytime.

High Protein Purina
THE JONES

Cain's, AMC,Jeep
50 Lb. ling

$1 099

CO Fit "T

IFIL
(hr

ik
l
&oh:ee

4
/
u41
—

Ii

16°
1111
SPORTING GOODS
017inpic Plaza-Hurray, Ky.

090_
!Hwy.I:41 North

753-6448

Mon.-Sat. 9:00-7:00
—Sam*• Closed

Buchanan feed

1:11:

753-5378

Industrial Rd.

L

1
1

PURINA
CHOWS

Murray, Ky.

4;
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0•110,1 I 1.411

Why Pay More For Your Next Boot?

Featuring
7

•Boss Hawk Boats
'Authorized Evinrude
Sates & Service
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14,151
I Sr 517,11

R.R.2 Buchanan, Tow. 19011232-8221
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Assembly stiffens penalties

Judge sentences
LEXINGTON, KY.
(AP) — A 19-year-old
woman was sentenced
Friday to five years in
prison for the traffic
death of Lexington artist
Henry Faulkner.
Fayette Circuit Judge
N. Mitchell Meade imposed the maximum
sentence on Joyce Byrd
of Lexington, disregarding a prosecution
recommendation that she
be given a three-year
term.
Miss Byrd pleaded guilty to reckless homicide
last month, five days
before she was to stand
trial on the more serious
charge of second-degree
manslaughter.
Faulkner,57, was killed
the night of Dec.5 when a
car driven by Miss Byrd
ran a red light and slammed into the side of his
automobile.
Police said Miss Byrd
had struck another car
several blocks away and
was fleeing the scene.

ACE!OFFICERS — The Murray State University chapter of the Association for Childhood Education
International has installed new officers. From left, seated, are Dee Dee Stinson, second vice president,
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Stinson of Henderson; Eva D.Sullivan, president, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton F. Sullivan of Fredonia Route 2, and Debbie Black, first vice president, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth M. Black of Harrisburg, Ill., Back row are Cindy Brockschmi&t,
treasurer, the daughter of Mi. and Mrs. Elvis Brocksclunidt of Harrisburg, Ill.; David Gerralii;fund
raiser, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gerrain of Coxsackie, N.Y.; Christine Pieruzzi, secretary, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Pieruzzi of Athens, N.Y.; and Dr. James Carlin,adviser.

Proposed World's Fair concert series falls through
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. Diana Ross, the Charlie
(AP)— A proposed series Daniels Band, Journey
of concerts for the up- and the Commodores.
coming World's Fair
Officials at the UT
featuring such per- campus, which adjoins
formers as Dolly Parton the 72-acre downtown fair
and the Beach Boys has site, refused to allow a
fallen through, an exposi- lighted and covered stage
tion official says.
to be built on the universiDevelopers of the fair, ty's football playing field
which opens May 1, had at Neyland, which can
been trying to negotiate seat 90,000 people.
In addition, officials
arrangements with concert promoters for out- with Contemporary Prodoor concerts in the ductions Inc. of St. Louis
University of Tennessee's said they couldn't risk
promoting the shows with
huge Neynd Stadium.
the
restricted seating
be
we
will
don't
think
"I
able to do any of the capacity required if the
stadium concerts," pill stage were built on the
Francjsco, the fair's sidelines.
marketing vice presfaz- "To -draw-the kind of
trying to
dent, said f`riday night.
"It's a matter of get, we had to have a
larger number of seats
economic feasibility."
Other performers the than otherwise
promoters had expected available," Francis;
to bring for concerts dur- said.
The stage configuraing the six-month fair include Barbara Mandrell, tion which emerged from

THE ACES

discussions late Friday ed, he said, citing UT's
Fair organizers have
would have provided only 1 2,000-seat Stokely leased the coliseum dur10,000 seats for a concert, Athletics Center, which ing the six-month fair and
he said.
lacks air conditioning, Francisco said he may
But other area concert and the 10,000-seat limit still try to book some acts
halls wouldn't have work- at Civic Coliseum.
there.

A G. CORN,JR.

4-3-A
"To innovate is not to
NORTH
•K 7 2
reform." — Edmund Burke.
•4
It takes imagination and
•K Q 105
innovation to beat today's
4Q J 9 8 3
unusual no trump game. I
EAST
WEST
wouldn't suggest the win-•8 5 4
•Q 10 9 6
ning play for anyone but one•
•A 10 6
K 975 3
who has a most understand-• 3 2
•7 4
+7542
ing partner.
•A 6
West leads forth from his
SOUTH
longest and strongest and
dliAJ3
•Q J 8 2
East makes the normal play
•AJ96
of his ace followed by his 10.
•K 10
Declarer covers with his
jack and the defense is Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
stymied. If West takes the South.
The bidding:
king and leads another
heart, declarer enjoys a free South West North East
finesse to his Q-8. Alternate- 1 NT Pass 3 NT All
Pass
ly, if West ducks and waits
for another heart lead from
East, the wait will be a very Opening lead: Heart five
long nne.
To beat the game, East
the 10 surrenders a gift
must play the heart 10 at of
rubber
trick one — an unusual aad
most daring play. When
Bid with Corn
declarer wins and knoc
out the club ace, West can South holds: 4-3-B
lead another heart to East's
ace and a third heart lead
•Q 1096
A 106
from East will trap declar49 7 4
er's remaining Q-8.
+7542
Should an enterprising
East find the winning play?
I would say yes only if North South
declarer had accidentally l•
1"
exposed his hand to East 24
(ethical players don't peek).
Otherwise, how would East ANSWER:Pass. Enougt to
ever be able to explain his only one bid and the pass
play if West's original hold- shows a preference for
ing in hearts had been K-J- clubs over diamonds.
9-5-3 without the ace of
bridge questions to The Aces,
clubs? In that case, the Send Box
11363. Dallas, Texas 75225,
everyday play beats the P0
with eoll-addreesed, stamped envelope
game and the esoteric play for reply.

_

• 1.

ANNoutoNG

Open Daily 9-9
Sunday 12-6

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The 1982 General
Assembly increased the
penalties for violating
several Kentucky laws,
but failed to pass a bill
providing stiffer
penalties for drunken
driving.
And laws enacted in
1980 to better handle
juvenile offenders and to
decriminalize public
drunkenness were
delayed because of a lack
of funds.
Kentuckians who sell or
grow marijuana may be
facing tougher penalties,
along with those who
assault police officers or
commit fraud in the
areas of utilities, the
mails or Medicaid.
The possession of eight
ounces or more of marijuana will become a
felony on July 15 under a
bill that has already been
signed by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. Conviction carries a punishment of one
to five years in jail, a fine
of $1,000 to 35,000 or both.
Another measure
would make it a felony to
grow marijuana for sale.
However, that might
have trouble in the governor's office because of an
amendment added on the
last day of the session
that would prohibit the
possession, sale and

advertisement of drug
paraphernalia.
Brown had indicated he
would veto a House bill on
drug paraphernalia, but
it was attached to the
marijuana growing bill
anyway. Backers of the
marijuana bill are trying
to persuade Brown not to
veto the bill.
The legislature passed
a law to make assault or
attempted assault on any
law enforcement officer a
felony punishable by one
to five years in prison.
Another law would include services as well as
property in the criminal
definition of theft by
deception. The affect of
the bill will be to allow
utility companies to seek
criminal action against
persons who defraud
them.
The theft of mail was
made a felony and the
penaltief4eW1ncreased
for arson.
The state's Medicaid
fraud statutes were also
stiffened at the request of
the state attorney
general, including a provision for triple damages
against a provider convicted of fraud.
A bill that would have
required a minimum of
two days in jail, along
with stiffer fines, for persons convicted of drunken

Legislation was introduced initially to
repeal both the new
Juvenile Code and the
decriminalization of
public drunkenness —
both scheduled to go into
effect July 1 — because of
a lack of funds. However,
the legislature eventually
decided to delay the effective dates of both laws
instead of repealing
them.
A new. verdict was
ated —brlhe 1982
General Assembly that
will allow a jury to find a
defendant guilty but also
mentally ill and order
treatment in addition to a
jail term.
Major changes were
also made in the state's
guardianship law to consolidate all incompetency
proceedings in district
courts and permit a court
to declare a person partially incompetent.

•
K mart* ADVERTISED •
MERCHANDISE POLICY- —
Our tom ,mentron ts to have every /Overload Own 01 stock on our shelves 0 an
advertised dem is not avertable or Purchase Out to any untoreseen reason
K owl von onus a Ran Check on request
for the merchantise one tent or reason,
able tantotte()Pantry to be purchased at he
voll sett
sale pnce whenever ayolable
you a comparable quelOy Own at a cornea
rable reOuctron on prKe

Receive
Additional

$1 Refund
Direct from GE -k
when you buy both.
Pack of 4
GE' Bulbs'
'60 75 or 100 watt

Our Reg 1.54

1-lb.• Jelly Bird Eggs
Favorite.candy for-Easteubaskets.
61Womdllidlatig9a,

Your Net
CostAfter
Mfg. Rebate
Save!GIP Light Bulbs
pack offour bulbs.

•Net wt.

Your

-Choice

Our Reg.4.96

3.44
Misses'Casual Tops
Breezy spring looks
polyester/cotton.

Our Reg. 1.47

97°
3 Waffle-weave Dishcloths
1
2-in.
Striped cotton. 3, 15x13/

3.37

K mart•
Sale Price
Less Mfr. Rebate
Plus This Ad
Your Net
Cost After
Factory Rebate

1.26
.1.25

1.

Roll of 50 Trash Can Lineri-:-:--,-Alkaline Batteries
Pkg.of 2,"C" or "D"
1.5-mil ;plastic. 20-30gal.
Oneftbate Per Customer

AUTOMOTIVE
SPECIAL

KMC 3000

401A MAPLE ST
MURRAY
PLAN TO ATTEND THE

Our Reg.6.88

GRAND OPENING
SUNDAY, APRIL 4TH 1-6

driving passed the Senate
but became fatally stalled in a House committee
despite last minute efforts by the Brown administration to revive the
bill.
The administration's
package of legislation
aimed at racketeering
and white-collar crime
also failed to earn
passage.

"11.1.®
111r
.
11111rb 4C=1111
The Saving Place®

-

4,0

ek-

4.97
Each
Save!100-fl. Handl-Wrap*
Clear plastic wrap; 12"x100'.
'Dow Chemical co keg MI
MOW" COpocation

Chromed Lug Wrench
3-head lug wrench
with hub cap
remover. 20" S.A.E.
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Kentucky news briefly
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I.

FORT WRIGHT, Ky.
(AP) — The body of an
unidentified woman was
found in the trunk of a calthat was being sold at a
salvage yard Friday.
The body was
discovered when the
trunk was forced open for
a customer to check for a
spare tire and jack, said
Kenton County Police
Capt. Joe Schmiade.
Officials of the Ratermann Inc. salvage yard
bought the car Tuesday
at an auction sale in
Louisville and drove it to
their yard on Wednesday,
Sctuniade said. The car
had been reported stolen
from Antioch, Tenn., in
1979, and was turned over
to an insurance company
salvage pool for sale after
Louisville police
recovered it.
Schmiade said
preliminary autopsy
reports indicated that the
woman had been shot to
death about a month ago.
Authorities believe the
woman, evidently in her
40s, was from northern
Kentucky or Ohio.
CARROLLTON, Ky.
(AP) — Plans to build a
$25 million to $30 million
parts distribution center
here have been scrapped
by General Motors Corp.,
according to company officials.
GM announced in late

employees have been laid
off for a week.
President Clifford
Borland said Friday that
pipe purchases were
down because oil well
drilling slowed during the
winter and foreign-made
pipe was shipped into the
United States in large
quantities.
"It's a very tough
market right now,"
Borland said.
Borland said he wasn't
sure when to expect an
upturn in the pipe
market.
"We'd like to think this
will turn around before
April is over, but there's
no way of knowing for
sure," he said.
The plant was shut
down the week of March 7
to hold down pipe inventories.

1971 it would build the
Carrollton facility. About
a year later, the project
was put on hold when U.S.
automobile sales began to
ike McCurdy, director of public relations for
GM's warehousing and
distribution division, said
that the company is "giving careful thought to
where we spend our
dollars."
Carrollton Mayor
Charles Webster said the
city has had to turn away
several prospects for the
138-acre site proposed for
the center while awaiting
GM's plans.
"We're sort of glad
General Motors has
decided what to do," he
said.
The city had received
$200,000 in economic
development funds from
then Gov. Julian Carroll
and $40,000 in coalseverance development
fund money to help lure
General Motes.--------The moneyiras used to
extend sewer lines to the
site and to improve existing water lines.
WILDER, Ky. (AP) —
Newport Steel will lay off
its workers for next week
due to slack demand for
pipe,the steelmaker said.
It will mark the second
time in two months that
Newport' Steel's

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
3 Open shoe
Answer to Fridays Puzzle
4 4 Instrument
1 Existed
4 Conceals
for an angel
9 Greek letter
5 — a boyl
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12 Type of
6 Scale note
L S,
retirement
7 Goals
acct
8 Does an
411
13 Make
usher slob
amends
9 Attack
14 Ben —
10 Embrace
15 Choir ._.
11_Anger
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17 Hapi.n
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19 Plunge
20 Fatty
S
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20 Showy flower 21 Trail
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23 Paid notice
24 Wise ones
23 War god
27 Crony
25 Ard int
38 Harbinger
46 Daddy
28 Discord
26 Boutique
47 Macaw
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goddess
28 Digraph
Summer
48 Gal of song
30 Tidy
29 Transaction 42 Small rug
49 Former Por31 King of
32 Candle
44 Grafted, in
tuguese coin
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50 Sink
32 Surgical saws 36 Endured
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2
3
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3
5
6
7
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37 Food tish
38 Part of HRH
15
17
39 Harvests
41 Compass pt
19
42 Simple
43 Mideast
1
2
pie
vessel
27
2
30
45 Distant
46 Sponsor
31
34
48 Hindu guitars
35
51 Galena
52 Essence
%41
39
42
54 Meadow
55 Cushion
ppi43
56 River ducks
PL
II
57 Excavate
DOWN
SI
52
54
1 Intellect
se
2 Exist
se
57
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NOTICE OF PUBUC SALE
Magoey-Ferissen Credit Corporation will offer the following

repsemead emberat ler ma a
be best bider kr cob:(Pam
tag epee approved aeillU: sop
metowntrImilltIOS
Dateable:
Mb '
'fineable La p.m
Pleat el bie &Ma Tractor lm=
.1
4r
. pay, lnduetral Rood,
.Tho
mhziggmmt will be sold as to
111111moty For further In-

termselen mews idaasey-Perguaon
Credit Corp P0 Bat 1313 Maw
ptun Tem , 31101 Plsom 901326
4461

HISTORY SCHOLARSHIP — Mark E. West (left) of Murray, a junior history
major at Murray State University, is awarded a $300 scholarship by the Department of History. Making the presentation is Dr. Joseph Fuhrmann, assistant
professor of history. West, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred West, plans to teach
history at the high school level. He was selected to receive the scholarship on the
basis of his academic record, as well as other factors.

EPA enforcement'essentially dead'
WASHINGTON(AP)—
The Reagan administration has "essentially killed" the Carter administration's crackdown
on industrial dumping of
hazardous waste, according to two former
federal enforcers who say
they quit for lack of work.
Anthony Roisman and
Doug MacMillan told the
House Energy and Commerce subcommittee on
investigations Friday
that efforts by .ttfe''Environmental Protection
Agency against polluters

have virtually ceased
since President Reagan
took office.
MacMillan, the former
director of EPA's hazardous waste enforcement
task force, said that from
a "standing start" in
mid-1979 the EPA had filed 50 court actions
against alleged polluters
by January 1981, when
Reagan became president.
Since then, only seven
court actions to force the
cleaning up of toxic

dumps have been filed, hazardous waste section.
testified MacMillan, who
"I resigned my job on
resigned in January.
Jan. 4 because I had no
The subcommittee work," he testified.
chairman, Rep. Albert "That situation has not
Gore, D-Tenn., said that changed."
from 1980 to 1981 case
The EPA's current enreferrals from EPA forcement counsel,
regional offices to William Sullivan, said he
Washington dropped 79 considers the drop in
percent and referrals court actions unsatisfacfrom EPA to the Justice tory but attributed the
Department for prosecu- decline to EPA
tion declined 69 percent.
reorganizations and
Roisman, until his re- morale problems caused
cent departure, headed by rumors about staff
the Justice Department's cutbacks.

San Salvadorans rally behind Duarte, but not a majority

SAN SALVADOR, El more than 500,000 votes by rightists to describe
Salvador (AP) — About received by the party what they perceive as
2,500 people rallied here showed they are "the Duarte's communistin support of junta Presi- motor of democracy of leaning policies, indent Jose Napoleon our country and we will, eluding land redistnbution to the peasantry.
Duarte's Christian continue struggling."
Democratic Party which
A caucus possibly
The statement, publishis, demanding a plaray. leadink to. a _coalition_ed by.the newspaper El
with nglitists in the cowl:.__gov„ernment has, besen Diario, ch"ed Duarta
try's newinteriril govern- lorthed 6y— the ffVe with abusing power and
rightist parties, which "perpetuating himself in
ment.
"This chapter still has took a combined 36 seats h ee
against
not been closed," Duarte to 2445 for the Christian the popular will."
told the Friday crowd at Democrats.
Ultra-rightist Roberto
Plaza Libertad, a square
The anti-Duarte parties
in downtown San said in a published state- d'Aubuisson, whose
Salvador. "Have con- ment that they "reject ARENA party finished
fidence, have faith in the the ridiculous pretentions second, said the rightists
God have faith in the and threatening attitudes still were willing to talk to
Christian Democrats." _ Of the Christian the Christian Democrats
The centrist party pick- Democratic Party in tak- "to share the destinies of
ed up more votes than ing (over) the direction of
any single faction in last a government which the
Sunday's election for a 60- people with their vote
seat Constitutent denied them."
The rightists repeated
Assembly. But the Christian Democrats fell short their call for a unity
WILMORE, Ky. (AP)
of a majority, and rightist government but said they
parties, whose combined interpreted "the majority — Dr. Cornelius R.
votes outnumber those of vote of the Salvadoran Hager, acting president
the Christian Democrats, electorate was against of Asbury College since
Sept. 1, has agreed to restill insist on keeping communitarianism
Duarte out of whatever and its spokesman and main in the post until
pricinciple supporter in Aug. 31, 1983 while a percoalition is formed.
Speaking at the rally, El Salvador, the engineer manent president, is
sought.
Christian Democrat junta Jose Napoleon Duarte."
Hager, a retired
The term "cornmember Jose Antonio
Morales Ehrlich said the munitarianism" is used University of Kentucky
administrator and alumTHAT DOESN'T MEAN WE
HAVE TO LOSE ALL THE
REST OF THE EAMES!
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SHOW 'EM WE NEVER
GIVE UP !

our country.
"But we have not considered and will not accept Duarte as the head
of government," said
d'Aubuisson, 38, who told
reporters he was willing
to become interim president Minted.
• The 38=year-oid
d'Aubuisson, a cashiered
army major linked to
right-wing death squads,
said that if ARENA controls the new government
it will fulfill campaign
promises to rollback
reforms implemented
since an October 1979,
coup ousted a rightist
regime.

nus of Asbury, took over
when Dennis F. Kinlaw
retired after 13 years as
president.
Hager was asked to
continue in his post during the trustees' annual
meeting Tuesday and
Wednesday on the campus of the 92-year-old
Christian college.

MAYFIELD — The by the advisory board.
The board helps advise
Purchase Area Family
Planning Advisory Board the district program in
met Tuesday, March 30, regard to the family planat the Purchase Area ning services rendered in
Development District. all the health departThe board which is com- ments in the district.
posed of consumer and
provider members from
Those in attendance at
the Purchase met for the meeting were Jud
their quarterly meeting.
Graham - Arlington, NanIn addition to regular cy Morgan, Cunningham,
business matters and ac- Cheryl Jackson tivities the main agenda Paducah, Cathy Arnold item was the review and Paducah, Martha Draf/
approval of the District fen - Benton, Betty
Grant for Fiscal Year Erickson - Benton,
1982-1983. The grant was Hewlett Cooper - Murray,
reviewed and approved Ron Davenport - District.

BUT THE LONGER
YOU STAY HERE
THE MAPPER
SHE'LL GET

Rhode Island judge
raises von Bulow bail
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP)
— A judge who said he
feared Claus von Bulow
might try to flee before
sentencing has raised von
Bulow's bail to $500,000
after rejecting the financier's efforts to obtain a
new trial on charges of
trying to kill his heiress
wife
Superior Court Judge
Thomas Needham said
Friday the evidence
presented at Von Bulow's
trial last month was sufficient to prove the 55-yearold socialite injected insulin into Martha "Sunny'' von Bulow in
December 1980. Mrs. von
Bulow remains in a coma
in a Now York City
hospital and to not expected recover.
Denying a state request
to jail von Bulow,
Needham said he increased von Bulow's bail from
-$1 00,0OC to $500,000
because he was "disturbed about some of the
things that I have read in
the pres.s ... that he would
rather die Has go to

3E I JUST I-10PE I 1.1.
CAN FINISH MY NAP
BEFORE SOMEONE
INVENT'S A CURE
Foca rr

jail."
The judge said he did
not believe von Bulow
would try to kill himself,
but "I am concerned
about the possibility of
flight."
Von BulOw's lawyers
said the ;50,000 in cash required to secure his immediate freedom was
posted in the form of five
certificates of deposit.
Ten percent of the bail is
required for freedom.
Needham said his decision to deny a second trial
rested heavily on uncontradicted medical
evidence that Mrs. von
Bulow was pushed into
two comas by injections
of the insulin, a hormone
that controls sugar in the
blood. She is still in the
second coma.
Von Bulow listened
silently as defense and
prosecution lawyers
made brief oral
arguments. He could face
up to 40 yeritilti prison
when he returns to court
for sentencing May 7.
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4111We have wedding invite-0
Sham s along with e stunn ing collection of nonSphoto designs, we offer
the widest variety of
alphoiu
eavailable anywhere
119

Cotter Studio
8300 Main 753-8298 11

Antiques
We Buy
S Sell
Come by and see our
Weather Vane's

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
602 Main Street
Murray, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon.Set.; 1:00 to 5:00
Sun.
DIAMOND
$19.00 each set en
year charm or Peadeaf. No Gimmicks!
Lee's Immediate
Jewelry Repair
404 N. 12th
-

For Sale
Large assortment
of genuine 24 Kt.
gold dipped leaf
pendants and earrings
36 different styles
$2.95 Each

Economically
Priced Autos
Check Our
Classified
Section

Mitierrcty
Ledger
& Times
- FOR SALE
Medium Shinner Minnows .45 cents a
dozen now throat*
Satorday April 3,
1982.

George's One
Stop Market
Pottertown Hwy. Near
Wildcat. Open at

'Workout"
with the

Jane Fonda
Exercise
Program
For More Information

Call 753-5519

SOO North Fear*
Murray, Ky.
753-3251

KennfRogerl
Jeans
Men or Women:

$24.95
Levi Jeans:
Men's $15.95
Women's and Misses
$23.95
Stvdents $14.95
Childs's: $12.95

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
Olympic Plorza
Open 9.... to 9 p.m.
753-7,113

Wholesale
Jewelers Inc.
Gold & Silver

Olympic Mize
753-7113
Opus 9 am.
t.9
S.Lostsemi Found
Lost: Alaskian _ AWL
amuie Temale v';oll'Orlty
white. 7- v-zars old--- very gentle. Area of
Doran Road and
Wiswell Hwy. Days call.
753-4703
after 5p.m.
759-1274. Reward.
Found: Large black
female house cat Days
after 5p.m.
753-4703
759-1274.
Found wallet in Holiday
Inn Parking lot. Call 7535124 or 753-3033.
Lost. Long haired black
cat in vicinity of N 18th
street. Reward offered.
Call 753-0344. and tan
gray
Silver
small and shaggy. Answers to the name Bozo.
Last seen in Canterbury
on Monday evening.
753.1057. Reward.
Yellow gold watch in
K Mart. If found please
return. Reward. Call
759-1791 or 753-8498.

6. Help Wanted
DIRECTOR OF NURSING POSITION.
Available for a Kentucky license registered
nurse for a 100 bed
skilled and intermediate care facility. Salary
commenceriate with
experience. Excellent
benefits available.
Persons interested
should call for an
appointment at 247-0200.
Immediate position
available for Ky. licensed registered nurse as
Director Of- Nursing
Service
Of 100 bed
Intermediate Care
Facility in Paducah
Ky. Competitive salary
offered and excellent
fringe benefits. An
Equal Opportunity
Employer. Send resume
with photo
2 letters of
referance from former
employers or proessional persons to Boy
1137 Paducah Ky.
Wanted: someone to
keep an infant and do
light house work in our
home. Send references
and -resume to PO Box
Kv
1040H Murray
1701.

SALES CAREER
MAN OR WOMAN NORTHWEST
TENN. a SOUTHWEST KY.
If you ore o hard worker with o successful work or self
employment history, we will invest our time end.
money to help you become more successful. We
ful retail managers, owners,
welcome s
we secretaries, office
coaches, supervisors,
managers, law enforcement offices, insurance adjustors, real estate agents and other winners to our
sales team.
•Lim ited Travel
*Management Opportunity
*Sales Experience Optional
•Non Technical Product
*Sales ond product in field training
•High commission end repeat solos to industrial Gad
institutional accounts
'Excellent fringe benefits and Profit sharing.
'Achievement and performance be
'Our successful men and women earn $40,000 to
$100,000
Up to $300 weekly salary plus $150 monthly expense
ellowaece plus bonuses during training period. Late
model car required Interviews Monday end Tuesday.
Coll ad Buffalos, Holidey Inn, Palocish S024437521. If Nimble to *antral seed 110111110 t11

DELTA FOREMOST CHEMICAL CORP.
P.O. tat 11218 _
Memphis, Tn. 38130

411ZAP*NOONOWINOMINOW
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Fashion 220 and Avon
Products for sale. Call
753
Nancy Thompson
0925.

SHIRLEY
FLORIST

Planners meet

WHY DID YOU LEAVE
A. BLANK PAGE IN
THE MIDDLE?
.
S

2. Notice

*Kew.

Dr. Hager remains

PIP

ALL RIGHT TEAM LET'S

2. Notice

. Legal Notice
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6. Help Wanted

22. Musical

9. Situation Wanted

21. Mobile Home Rentals
Three bedroom

mobile
home for rent at Keniana
Shores $80 per month
Call 436 5361.
Two 2 bedroom furnished or unfurnished
mobile homes. New
furniture and carpet
air condition. Rent
585.-5150. Shady Oaks
753-5209.
Two bedroom trailer
with washer and dryer
$150. month
plus deposit and references.
753-4502.
Two bedroom $160.
Brandi's Tr. Pk. 7538411.

Mechanic experienced Experienced teacher
with diesel trucks and will tutor at the high
heavy equipment. Some school and college
Engl
welding experience levels in History
necessary. Must have ish Social Studies and
own tools. See Larry Drama. 436-2447 after
Kemp at Everitt Lum- 5p.m.
Will brake and disc
ber Co. Hwy 68W Cadiz
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
Ky.
24. Miscellaneous
RN or 753-0144.
Nurses needed
Will
do extensive yard Air Compressor lhp
LPN. Applicatons are
mow lawns
troling motor
being accepted for full work
2 speed.
clean 14 ft runabout
time or part time have painting
transodd jobs. mission
1952 Ford 2
positions available for basements
door sedan
Topper for
any shift. Excellent References. 153-6494.
LWB truck
salary and benefits.
pontoon 23
13.
For Sale or Trade
ft small table saw 1963
Apply in person or call
Care Inn 502-247-0200.
1971 Ford Crewcab Chev pickup short
Sales lady apply in pickup. Reese hitch wheel base. Call 753person only. Saturday 9 with electric brakes. 1 0223 after 5km.
30. Business Rentals
till lp.m. Monday 9 till ton plus capacity. $1000. Aloe VerI liquid $9.
quart $27. gallon. Gene Five car clean-up shop
12a.m. Old applicants or trade. 436-2506.
with office
gas heat.
re apply Sammons' For sale or Trade. & Jo's 705 S. 4th
Bakery Northside House and 11 acres. 753-4320. Makes you feel Contact Howard Brandon 753-4389.
Shopping Ctr.
East of Almo Heights. good! Also other Aloe
Vera products include
Sixty-two year old man Call 759-1789.
32. Apts. For Rent
shampoo
make-up
wants companion about
body lotion
soap and
1 bedroom furnished
sameioge. I am 5ft. 10ift. 14. Want to Buy
bath oil.
garage apartment
weigh 1751bs. Like Stamp. and coin
tall
1
colleccamping and the out of tion or accumulation. Chain drive Shp Master block from campus. No
Tilt tiller. Regular pets. Call 753-1203. $150.
doors. Would like Call after 3 p.
,m $379.95
on sale $329.95. per month.
someone at about the 767-4169.
Lombard gas trimmer Basement apartment
same heigth and 1401bs.
with blade. Regular for rent. One bedroom
Fair looking. I live in 15. Articles for Sale
1189.95 on sale for outside entrence
the New Concord area.
nice
$169.95. Stokes Tractor and clean
Call or write to: CR Box Slip Tiller. Call 753-6123.
reasonable
213 New Concord
Ky. Bake and broil range Industrial Rd.
rent Call 753-1739.
436 2611 mornings. En- elements dryer belts
Datsun fork lift 30001b. Duplex apartment for
close picture. Ask for all makes. Rowland lift
tube tires in good rent in Westwood. 2 BR
Vic.
Refrigeration Sales and condition. Can be seen nice bath
central heat
at Joe Smith Carpet and air
Someone to live in home Service. 753-2825.
stove and
and care for elderly Encyclopedias reduced Center or call 753-6660.
garbage disposal furman. 901-247-3372 or price in perfect condi- Formal Gown never nished. Call 753-5400.
901 2 4 7 - 5 4 4 3 after tion. 753-7635 after been worn. Size 9
Duplex for rent. 2
5p.m.
5:30p.m.
$60.0ne cassette tape bedroom
all kitchen
Summer help needed. Martin houses 6 room player $20. Call 759-4805..
appliances central heat
Male part-time college $24.99 12 room $36.99
Garden tillers Shp mo- and air fully carpeted.
student preferred. You 1
8 tor lawn mower and 753-8146 days
753-2437
can work around your room $49.99
2/ room 11hp motor lawn nights.
school hours. Call 901- $ 59 . 99 . Wallen mower
pants suits
Nice 1 bedroom fur232-8221 Cypress Bay Hardware Paris.
and dresses from 10-16. nished apartment. Call
Resort.
Tillers Shp Briggs and 489-2166.
753-3949.
Want soneone to mow Straton engine chaih One pony cart and One and 2
bedroom
yard. Must have own drive. $269.99 Wallen harness. Go-cart
1 hp apartments near downmower and transporta- Hardware Paris.
Sta-R ite well pump
town Murray. Call .753tion. Have garden and Two maple end tables Sump pump
s u b 4109 or 436-2844.
will furnish everything. and two lamps. Call s o i
e r
I
One and 2 bedroom
Call 753-8118.
Super 8 movie camera
753-7867.
apartments for rent.
2 wrought iron Call 7 5 3 - 3
Welder experienced in We buy and sell used air tent
5 3 0 The.
general maintenance sonclitioners„_. Call _753- lawn chairs topper for Embassy Apts.
"VA' truck. Call 753we d
e/r910A.
• One- bedroom apart7791.
"Se chir,ic. --zaerience
ing room
needed. See Larry 16. Home Furnishings
Panasonic AM -FM kitchen
furnished.
Kemp at Everitt Lum
cassette with Dolby 2 Near
downtown. Call
Couch and chair
black thruster
ber Co. Hwy 68W Cadiz
speakers and 753-9251 or 753-5414.
and white .t.v...,.._11-track
Ky.
BSR Panasonic recbrd
player with speakers.
changer with magnetic Two bedroom duplex.
492-8888.
cartridge and ADC Central heat and air. No
Couch and chair excel- needle. Listed for al- pets. $210. month. $200.
lent condition $175. most $500. like new will deposit. Lease required.
Ladies formals size 7-8. take $300. or best offer. Call after 5p.m.
753-6699.
Call 759-4106 after 5:30.
753-7259.
Two bedroom duplex in
Push
mowers
self
pro19. Farm Equipment
pelled mowers
garden Northwood. Central
) carpeted
13ft. Disc 200 gal. spray tillers
8hp motor and heat and airy
stove
rig
wick-bar applica- 11hp motor for lawn refrigerator
disposal
tor. 436-2438.
mower. Pants suits and dishwasher
with washer and. dryer
265 Massey Ferguson dresses from 10 to 16.
hookup. Carport and
diesel 360 hours 6 row Call 489-2166.
patio $200 deposit $285
cultivator
10ft. wheel SEASONED
per month. Days 753disc
4-14in. plows. 489- FIREWOOD. Mixed
7912 nights 753-3018.
2110.
hardwoods 18in.-24in.
Two bedroom duplex
Super C Farmall. New available. $27.50 a rick
motor new paint 12 bolt delivered. Call John central heat and air
-hookup for washer and
system. $1875. Call 135- Boyer at 753-8536.
Couples
4596 or 435-4351 after Table model variable »dryer
prefered. $i 95. Call
4p.m.
speed hiin. drill prac- 753-9741.
tically new..Will sell for
22. Musical
$40. Can be -Seib at Jean 33. Rooms for Rent
Green's at 313 S. 13th St.
One block from unfrom 8-8.
iversity. Call 753-6933 or
These
items
are
new:
REPOSSESSED
753-1812.
Hope Chest $80.
Gun
ORGAN
Rack (holds 4 guns) One block from MSU.
kitchen
12 hole Martin Living room
One half already paid $70.
Need two good
Boxes
Doghouses. See and laundry facilities.
balance
mondue
or
people in Murray
at 1624 Olive or phone Boys only. $60. deposit
thly payments.
$60. per month. 759-4538.
753-1712 after 5p.m.
to service and sell
CLAYTON'S
Tobacco
sticks 13 cents. 34. Houses for Rent
this equipment.
Call 315-2861.
753-7575
Please call Mr.
Four bedroom 2 bath

31E 3E'
41. Public Sale
Fairground Flea
Market. Murray
Calloway Co
Fairgrounds. Opening
dates April 2-3-1
1982.
Phone days- 753-4669
nights 753-4570.
Three Party Yard Sale
off Hwy 121 just below
fairgrounds on Hwy 783.
Round cedar house. Sat.
7:30 5 753-5049.
Yard Sale Flea Market
Fri. Sat. Sun. on East
94 Valley Drive In
Parking Lot.
Yard sale at Bucy's
Market at Almo
Height's Sat. April 3rd
8-5
Sun.
April 4 1-5.
Items include prom
dresses size 7 9
2
vacuum cleaners
clothes
dishes
exercisers 23in. t.v. 9.8
Mercury boat motor.

43. Real Estate

•

ELECTROLUX

Hodge it
502/443-6460.

101

Fni?
SALE

CAR STEREOS

1000 and 1415
gallon NH3 Nurse
tanks with or
without wagon find
flotation tires.
Tool Bars, 5 tck 9
row in 15 ft. to 11
ft. widths. A complete supply of
tanks, pumps,
valves and NH3
accessories.

James L.
Kellet Co.
Sikeston,
Mo. 63801
314-471-0988

by Pioneer Sony end
*went' Expert installation and service.

WORLD OF
SOUND
222 5. 12th
753-5865
Baldwin organ double
keyboard. Base foot
pedal volume control
and fun machine. Excellent condition. Call
753-2632.
CAR STEREO Pioneer
Marantz
Kenwood
Mitsubishi Sanyo. Professional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
Very nice antique organ. Worth $2000. take
$950. Call 753-5292 or
753-9138.

11.

FOREMAN
MOVE UP WITH
LOWE'S SOUTHERN CLAY, INC.
An excellent opportunity currently exists for an individual to
join a local manufacturing concern and division of one of the
Nation's leading producers of absorbent clay products sold to
consumer,industrial and agricultural accounts.
Prospective candidates possessing previous supervisory and
operational experience, preferable In a manufacturing or industrial environment are encouraged to apply for this Producdon/Processing position Rotary drying and screening experience• plus. Previous labor relations experience desirable.
Individual should be available for shift assignment.
This is an excellent opportunity for an individual to become
part of an exciting progressive company that offers a competitive compensation package and outstanding company paid
fringe benefits
Please forward resume, or letter of introduction, to the Penmen& Department to set up an interview appointment.

LOWE'S SOUTHERN CLAY,INC.
P.O. Bni.819,Shirley Street
Paris,Tennessee 38242
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPIDYER

Two year old
Blueberry Plants
16 to 24 inches
high. Three
vurities to choose
from. Tifblue,
Southland or
Delite 54.00 per
plant. Cal! Days
753-7858, Even
ings 753-0463 To
Place orders.

very large home. Lots
of room for everything.
tn country $250-.- a
month. Call Spann
Realty Associates today
753-7724.
Four bedroom furnished house. One block
from University. Call
753-8250 after 4 PM.
One bedroom house in
Lake Way Shores. Call
753-6123.

Three bedroom double
garage. New furniture
newly decorated. Large
garden spot. Off Hwy
121 and Airport Rd.
753-5209.
Three bedroom
bath
and half living room
dining room
den and a
double car garage. Also
stove and refrigerator
furnished. Rent is $400.
2-5TBusiness Services
plus last month in
HODGES TAX SER- advance. No pets. May
VICE. The Income Tax be seen anytime Sat.
Specialist 1104 Pogue April 3rd or phone
Murray
Ky. Call 759- 753-5717.
1425.

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x60 Partially furnished
underpinning
and air condition included. Call after 5p.m.
759-1776.
For sale 1974 12x40 2.5
miles from MSU campus. Set up
underpinned
ready to move
into. $2990. Call 759
,1253
after 5p.m.

21. Mobile Home Rentals

35. Farmsfor Rent

Farm house for rent.
Garden plot and garage
available. Quiet setting
spring in yard near city
limits. $225. month. Call
753-1096.

36. For Rent or Lease
Would like to rent 2 to 4
acres for corn land.
South or West of
Aurora. Call 474-8856.

37. Livestock-Supplies

12 x 60 Two bedroom
Three bulls
2 11
all electric
furnished
months
1 13 months.
washer and dryer
air Angus registered. Call
conditioner
Private. 437-4365.
Call 753-4091.
Pets-Supplies
12x6.5 Trailer for rent
with option to buy. CAUGHT CHA
759-1987.
SLEEPIN 1980 AOHA
Nice 2 bedroom trailer Stallion standing at stud
near Murray. No pets. introductory fee $200
-Call 489 2611
Limited to 10 outside
4111'
mares. Sire AQHA
Chamalon Sleepy's
Mist
Man. Dam Luxben Tag

Wombats,
Stange'1-Fm' Rest
753-4758

day Call 759 9731

•
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If you've been considering purchasing
real estate
give us a
call at 753-1222. The
Kopperud Realty Staff
of experienced Realtors
can make home hunting
a pleasant experience
for you. We currently
have an excellent
selection of quality
homes-all price ranges.
Let us go to work for
you by phoning 753-1222

Anytime.
THE .HEART
Aa
UR
R
A
Y
Yes
live conveniently
close to everything in
this brick 3 bedroom
home-ready to move in.
Spacious rooms plus
separate dining room.
This well-kept home has
all' you need including
garage and lots of
storage area. Unbelievably priced at
only $29 000. Call Spann
Realty Associates today
753-7724.

Why should you bey or
sell with MTG.
Experience: 20
years reel estate profession.
Success: MTG has
proved itself to be one
of the successful
relators in Benton and
Marshall County.
Let us put this to
work for you. Coll
753-4000 or 4892266.

Billy Morgan Broker

Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, K •

FOR SALE
LARGE
COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
8000 Square foot
concrete block
building in like
new condition.
Central heat and
air, loading dock,
front display showroom area,
offices, and large
warehouse area.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty
for all details.

44. Lots for Sale
Beautiful lake lots for
sale. Call 489 2153.
Want to trade a lot in
Northwood Subdivision
(zoned for duplex) for
wooded acreage near
Murray. 753-7853.

46. Homes for Sale
3 bedroom brick house.
Carpet throughout
2
bathes
large living
room and den. 2 car
garage with large storage room. Call 489-2115
or 753-2493.
Assumable like new 1
Year old home. Fenced
in -yard
garage
heat
pump plus extras. Ow
ner call 753-8469 or
SHROAT WALDROP
759 1707.
H ou se for sa le b

759 4702.

1••••••••imorlimiorniulimip.,311WToPlo...."
•

"

Offka Cant Is Coco

layers from Everywhere
Reliable Service Since 1111.
1112 Coldwater Reed
Remy, Keetechy 12071
(502) 753-01$6
Anytime
an L. KENNON
linker
'loosed Resided

Lady by Leo Tag. Ptione_ilwoff.„.4_rooms
611 524 8254.
built in garage.
bath
Registered border col Completely furnished
lies
available on Sun -1st class. Priced 535 000.

"""l ,••••••

• •.

Strout I
Replay"

46. Homes for Sale
Perdem & Mersey
lemma
Reel Estate
Soethside Coors Sq.
Merrily, Kentucky
753-4451

71.,

4.Auto Strikes

53. Services Offered

Sli. Used Trucks

import Auto Salvage
selling new and used
parts Open Mon Sat
8 5. 10 percent off with
this ad. 474 2325.

49. Used Cars

•

1917 Luv pickup excel
lent condition. Also 1971
Plymouth. 435 4317.
1978 Ford Ranger tuper
Cab $2900 Call after
6p m 753 3832
1979 Ford Ranger truck
Silver with red interior
air condition
AM FM
8 track tape player low
mileage. $4200. 753-2330
753 7975.
Excel1979 Jeep CJ -7
lent condition. Call 7531905 after 5:30pm.

!

lissome Service Ca.
alumna lel ney1 idiot,
cuts. !rim auk.
Islam's Call MN El
lads,. IS3-11111.

1972 Chevrolet
Caprice
arpet and window
House for sale by owner Runs good WO. Call
cleaning. Satisfaction
503 Chestnut. May see 753-8572.
guaranteed. Steve
by appointment. Call 1973 Monte Carlo 350cu.
Hobbs 753 3317.
753 3691 or 753-2737.
Concrete block brick.
automatic
in. engine
Nice older home in transmission
21 years experience. No
air conHazel $5000. down 9 /
1
2 dition. 753-5867.
iob to large or small.
percent interest. $20 000 1974
Free estimates. Call
Buick Century
by owner. 492-8564.
753 5476.
Luxus. 2 door - auto- 51. Campers
On the lake in Pine matic
Countryside Nursery is
power steeringBluff. 2 bedroom with power brakes
jiving free estimates
1977 23ft. Mini motor
air
garage and dock. $47
tir mowing and trim
cruise
77 000 miles home. Air on engine air
500. 434-2102.
ming lawns' during up
on roof
low mileage
$1/50. 753-8124.
extra nice Local priv- coming season. We
Owner transferred 3 1976 Camero. Sharp
have all equipment
bedroom
2 bath
runs like new
350 ate owner. Phone 753
necessary to pro
isher automatic
F
air 1566.
tilt
13 condition
low utility
stove
new tires 1977 Rockwood popup fessionally manicure
your lawn. We guaranpercent mortgage. $41
Call 753-7701 for more camper sleeps 8 in
000. Ben de field Subd. details.
excellent condition. Call tee a beautiful yard.
Call 753 3188.
489-2881.
1976 Camero. Runs like 753-9823.
Six room house with new new tires sharp
Motor homes for sale. 13 Do you need your
bath garage and 3 out 350 automatic tilt atr---to--cimose from inctod--- ‘aff)etfr- cleaned? Find
buildings. Fruit trees Call 753 7701.
ing 5 GMC. Also 2 travel out bow inexpensive it
can be done
with deep
and 3 acres of ground. 1 1976
Chevrolet Impala. trailers. 1 Air Stream
steam cleaning. Call
/
1
2 miles from lake off Air
power steering and 31ft. 1978 model almost
Jeff 753 0015.
732.436-2351.
brakes. 1977 /
1
2 ton new kept in garage.
Electrical Repairs.
Three bedroom home on pickup. Power steering Contact Howard Bran
Free estimates. LicenHwy 94. Formal dining and brakes. Both don 753-4389.
sed electrician
heating
living room
room
vehicles are in good
52. Boats-Motors
and air conditioning.
condition. I bought
large game room. them both new -one ow- lift. Polar Craft fishtng 435 4397.
Private setting and ner. Call 435-4372 after boat 18hp Evinrude. FLOOR SANDING and
convenient, location. 5p.m.
Minni Kota trolling finishing. Stained floors
Phone KOPPERUD 1977
a speciality. Dodeau
2 batteries
Chrysler Station motor
REALTY 753-1222.
Floor Co. Call 354-6127.
Lowrance depth finder
wagon
9 passanger
Three bedroom house Power windows
many more extras. Call Fence sales at Sears
With large lot in Hazel brakes
steering. 753-0156 after 6:15p.m. now. Call Sears 753-2310
partly furnished. Build - AMFM tape
light gold or 753-5273 days. Ask for for free estimate for
lots cabinet color
in stove
your needs.
excellent condi- Ron.
space. Extra nice. 753- tion 67000 miles. $2700. 17ft. Mark Twain 188hp
Free estimates. All
0861.
Call 753-4136.
Mercruise extra nice. your electrical
plumbThree bedroom brick 1977 Grand Prix SJ. Call 435-4577 or 435 4382.
_ frig well pumps heathome. 8 /
1
2 percent Moon -roof
ing air conditioning
power 1979 Venture fish and
assumable mortgage steering-brakes
air
ski
1979 MAriner 90hp. painting and insulating
near University. 2 bath
needs. Call 753-9673.
AM-FM 8-track
loaded Good shape. Call 759formal dining room
with lots of other extras. 1967 after 5p.m.
central gas heat
Good condition. Call 23ft. Riveria Cruiser all
fireplace insert. Single 759-1361 after 5p.m.
aluminum pontoon.
car garage. Call 753- 1978 4 door Regency
On all your electrical
98. 50hp Evinrude motor.
8182 or 753-7947.
white with red $3000. or best offer. Call
Loaded
plumbing well pumps
Two story frame house interior
excellent con- 436-5364.
and
pointing needs.
on 1 acre lot. 2 storage dition
low mjleage..._
1,
buildings and- /
Cali 753-9673 NOW!
1
2 base- $5000. or beIP-4-otter. fiaggett's Boat Ar.11 -s
Authorized Moody DisAnent. Wood and electric -4-36-26827flibutof liii'orr:ay
Ky.
heat. $28 000. Located in 1979 Toyota Celica
G ENERAL HOME
GT 12071 Phone (502) 753Kirksey. 489 2276.
REPAIR. 15 years ex5 speed
L if tback
7380.
perience. Carpentry
1 1/2 Power steering
Well built 7 room
Air
Dock
space
available
plumbing
bath home on quiet dead sport wheels
excellent for pontoon boats. concrete
roofing
sliding. NO
end street. In good condition. $5 195. Call
Springs
Cypress
Resort
JOB TO SMALL. Free
neighborhood
must 753-7217 after 5:30 pm.
•436-5496.
estimates. Days 474
sell. $34 500. Call 753- 1980 Mustang. 14 500
Want to buy 1 6ft. 2359 nights ,474 2276.
0953 after 5p.m.
AM-FM Pioneer aluminum bass boat.
miles
Guttering by
ea.,.
Call
player.
cassette
40-60hp well equipped
47. Motorcycles
Sears continuous gut
767-2689.
good condition. Call ters installed for your
1977 1200 Harley 72 LeMans convertible, Larry Marrs 762-6802
Call
Davidson. Excellent automatic
air
all days 436-2591 evenings. specifications.
Sears 753-2310 for free
extra nice. power. New $800 stereo
condition
estimate.
527-3973.
mag wheels; 6 6 . 53. Services Offered
K & K STUMP REMOautocoupe
1977 Honda 750 K. Low Mustang
VAL. Do you need
mileage
good condi- matic runs good extra
stumps removed from
STAWSKI
loaded. $1500. Call clean on inside needs a
tion
your yard or land
little body work; 69
753-6855 after 6p.m.
NOME REPAIRS
cleared of stumps? We
Eldorado low mileage
1978 Yamaha 400 XS
Pointing, roof repairs,
can remove stumps up
like new. clean loaded. Priced to
low milage
to 24 inches below the
etc. Free Estimates.
sell private party. After
Call 753-4548.
leaving only
ground
No job too small.
753-3277; day 753
6.00
1979 Honda XL 185 S for
sawdust and elfts. Call
7575,
23
5-43
43
sale. Good condition.
for free estimates. Bob
Phone 489-2153.
Kemp 435-1343 or Bob
4200
1979 Yamaha 400
1981 Cutlass Can you account for Kemp Jr 435-4319.
excellent condimiles
Brougham 10,000 your household goods in Licensed electrician for
tion. Call 753-1905.
or residential-and comtheft
case of fire
miles, like new.
mercial. Heating and
1980 Suzuki 850 shaft
natural disaster? If not
gas incruise.
drive. Dressed
call Insurance Photog- air condition
radio
raphy between stallation and repair.
adj. backrest
excellent condition. 7536p.m. 9p.m. Mon.-Fri. Phone 753-7203.
Oldsmobile
2708 after 5p.m.
at 753-4988.
Make the best of a bad
Pontiac
1980 Yamaha XS 400
Cart you account for situation and save
money. Been window
your household goods in
and Yamaha YZ 80. Call
Cadillac
or shopping anilelleen new
theft
753-3108.
case of fire
car prices? Keep your
natural disaster? If nct
Suzuki 125 Enduro.
1406W. Main
call Insurance Photog- car and imagine a new
Perfect for both com753-5315
raphy between interior. Tell us what
muting and trail riding.
Mon. Fri. you want. Will make
6p.m.-9p.m.
transm
range
isDual
your car as nice as any
at 753-1980.
sion. Well maintained.
new one. Bill's UpExcellent coodition,St Used Trucks
holstery behind DO.
Many extras. -$315-.-- 753'fly
Ford pickup truck
753-8085.
8115 evenings 1970
Aluminum
siimg
and
will sell
air
Power
P & D Lawn Service. We
weekends.
trim for all houses. It
cheap. 437-4394.
•
are now giving esunused
practically
Two
stops pointing.
timates on lawn mow1970 International
Honda's. 125 -XL
ing
truck. Good
service and small
pickup
Jock Glover
250-XL. Street or trail.
tree service. Call 431,runner. $650. 753-2152.
See at Uncle Jeff's
2997 or 436-2315.
1971 Ford Crewcab
Sporting Goods.
Professional painting
pickup. Reese hitch 30 years Carpentry
paperhanging
cornwith electric brakes. 1 experience. Barns
residential
garages. Also Mercial
ton plus capacity. VON. houses
interior-exterior
farm
or trade. 436-2506.
additions on houses and
buildings
estimates.
1972 Chevrolet pickup trailers. Repairs and
truck. 350 automatic. remodel. 436-2253 after Tremon Farris 759-1987.
Sammy Tidwell Paint$1500. Call 753-6244 after 5p.m.
-Need Motorcycle
5p.m.
Asphalt driveways and ing and Contracting.
Tires?
Chevy 4x4. Com parking lots sealed by Experienced interior
Formele leek performance 1975
and exterior painting.
plete paint job inside Sears. For free es
motorcycle tires mew
Free estimates. Call
and out. Complete re- timates call 753-2310.
available it Discovet
753-4686 or 753-0487.
built motor. Call 753Pricesi
Wet basement? We
9410 after 6p.m.
Carroll Tire & Wheel
make wet basements
1975 Dodge pickup. 318
work completely
dry
Alignment
automatic
engine
guaranteed. Call or
1105 Pogue 753-1489 power steering -power
write: Morgan Con58 000
air
brakes
Need a second opi- struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
miles. 753 8124.
Local
nion?
409 A Paducah
Ky.
•
references. Cell Hugh 42001 or call 412-7026.
Will sharpen hand saws
Outland. 759-17180
chain saws and skill
753-8076.
saws. Call 753-4656.
Insured for tow Protechoa
C"T*
01
t
""
Camel
Insect
Couch
*anon.
teal, Tree Shrubbery Treatment

.m0

FREE ESTIMATES /

Purdom's

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

KELLEY'S TERMITE &
PEST CONTROL, INC.

WALLIS DRUG

TERMITE CONTROL

*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•NOLLISTER °STORY PRODUCTS

HOME OWNED
OPERATED
SERVING THE AREA SINCE 1947
YOU MUST SE SATISFIED

Fr“ Delivery ea Prescriptions is City Limits

Joel

-3914
151
18Th ST.. ASUMAN,. KY

J.C. C Sheeting

• NORNBUCKLE BARBER
•
SHOP

Industrial, Commercial
and Residential Sheeting
We put on Siding
(old or new building)

225 L.P. Miller St. a...P.M C••••••••1‘ C•••••

We repair Siding

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cats $1.00

(if possible)

co:

Shempeo, Shave lad Haircut $2.75
Men.,Tees., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
7:30-2:30 • 753-3685

We also put on geIvemzed and aluminum
reefs.

753-0329 after 5 p.m.

1

p.

•

••••
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OBITUARIES
Mrs.Sharpe
dies; rites
on Monday
es
t.

Mary Reifel
dies; rites
in Michigan

Mrs. Hildred Sharpe
died Friday morning at
the home of her son, John
McBride, 6313 Apex
Drive, Louisville. She
was a resident of 202 East
Poplar St., Murray, from
1952 to May 1981.
She was 85 years of age
and a member of First
United Methodist Church,
Murray. Born Dec. 25,
1896, at Hardin, she was
the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Sledd.
Mrs. Sharpe had written many poems which
she had read at meetings
of Golden Age Club and
Senior Citizens meetings.
She is survived by her
son, John McBride, five
grandchildren and nine
great-grandchildren,
Louisville.
Also surviving are
several nieces and
nephews including
Rebecca Weter of Murray and Mrs. Carl
O'Daniel of Benton.
Services will be Monday at 10:30 a.m. in the
chapel of Arch L. Heady
and Son Okolona Funeral
Home, 8519 Preston
Highway, Louisville.
Burial will follow in
Resthaven Memorial
Park there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home from 4 to 6
p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. Sunday.

Galleria plans
mustchange

F..75,774,..• .

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Plans for a twoblock Galleria in
downtown Lexington
have been changed
because owners of two
parcels on one block
refused to sell, developer
Dudley Webb said Friday.
"We're going to have to
work around some people," said Webb, referring to the block bounded
by Vine, Main, Upper and
Limestone streets.
Webb declined to identify the holdouts. He said
the cost of the project,
estimated at $135 million
when it was announced in
January, had increased
to $143 million.
The original plan called
for a six-level shopping
center with a segment of
Upper Street elevated to
pass through it.
Webb said he had
scrapped the Upper
Street design, as well as a
plan for an ice rink
beneath the street.
Segments of the retailoffice complex still will
be built on the adjoining
blocks but will be joined
by skywalks, be said.

Services for Miss Mary
Ann Reifel were conducted March 30 at Warren, Mich.
Miss Reifej, 25, died
March 26 at Harper
Hospital, Warren. Her
death followed an extended illness.
She is survived by her
parents, John and Nancy
Reifel, Rt. 5, Lakeway
Shores, Murray; a sister,
Sharon Meixner, serving
with United States Navy
in Guam; two brothers,
John Reifel, Grand
Haven, Mich., and James
Reifel, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
The family requests expressions of sympathy
take the formof contributions to American Cancer
Society, Kentucky Division, Medical Arts
Building, 1169 Eastern
Parkway, Louisville, Ky.
40217.

.••

RECEIVING CHAPTER degrees at banquet of Murray High School Chapter of
Future Homemakers of America were, from left, front row, Tina Swift, Emily
Apperson, Caroline Schoenfeldt, Kim Wilham,second row, Denise Eversmeyer,
Kim Sykes, Allison Sears and Stacy Willet.

Lexington man
buys mines
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Lexington
businessman Wallace
Wilkinson has bought
three West Virginia coal
mines from Island Creek
Coal Co., according to the
company and Wilkinson's
business manager.
The mines are in
Boone, Logan and Wyoming counties in southern
West Virginia and produce between 2.5 million
and 3 million tons of coal
-a-year, said Bill Owen,
business manager of
Wilkinson Enterprises.
The purchase included
an estimated 62 million
tons of coal reserves
three processing plants
and other facilities, Owen
said.
Owen said the price
was between $25 million
and $100 million, but
declined to be more
specific. The agreement
became final Wednesday.
Wilkins°n now owns e
property, but Island
Creek will continue to
manage the mines and
sell the coal, Owen said.
Island Creek
spokesman Mike Musulin
in Lexington said the
company was evaluating
its position in the coal industry, but the sale did
not signal a change in
direction for Island
Creek.
Wilkinson is the
developer of the proposed, 50-story World Coal
Center in downtown Lexington. He tried unsuccessfully to acquire controlling interests in
Citizens Union Bank in
Lexington and United
Kentucky Bank in
Louisville.

SPECIAL AWARDS were presented to members of Murray High School
Chapter of Future Homemakers of America at annual banquet. They were,from
left, front row, Denise Eversmeyer, Kimbely Oles, Kathy Roberts, Lisa Howard,
back row, Laura Sears, Kim William, Amy Roos, Patty Kelley and Sheri Swift.

SENIOR MEMBERS of Murray High School Chapter of Future Homemakers
of America honored at 23rd,annual banquet at Murray State University Center
were, from left, front row, Cheryl Rose, Lynne Loberger, Laura Sears, Gina
Shipley, Tina Swift, back row, Kathy Roberts, Teresa Suiter, Paulette Kelley
and Carol Beaman..

-

Mother Theresa may visit Kentucky to set up mission
JENKINS, Ky.(AP) — announced that Mother Mayor Sam Wyatt. "I
Church and local officials Theresa will open a mis- don't know much about
expect a lot of attention sion here .and is schedul- them, but still I don't
this summer following a -ed to visit four eastern want to throw off on
possible visit to eastern _Kentucky counties when them. If they help the city
Kentucky by 1979 Nobel she visits the United and county, I'll be for
Peace Prize winner States in June.
them."
Mother Theresa.
While some church of"We'll be glad to have ficials fear the visit may
Church officials have them," said Jenkins diminish the work
done

Storms, tornadoes hit Tennessee

By The Associated Press
The first major spring
storm to hit Tennessee
brought with it hopscotching tornadoes in Northwest Tennessee and
thunderstorms, high
winds and flash flooding
to other areas of the
state.
Portions of West and
Middle Tennessee were
still under a tornado
watch early today.
Tornadoes Friday night
destroyed several houses
and damaged others in
Dyer County, uprooted
200-year-old trees from
the yard of one Weakley
County homeowner and
caused extensive damage
to the exterior of a nursdants.
ing home.
The tax-exempt foun"We caught the tail end
dation was established by of one," said Leonard L.
the university to collect Usery, administrator of
"clinical income" earned the Weakley County Nurby medical faculty sing Home at Dresden.
members. The foundation "It hit behind our facility
channels the money back and bounced over. There
to the medical school in was extensive damage
the form of salary sup- outside, but no damage to
plements.
the interior and no inThe university is seek- juries."
ing repayment of $114,000
Throughout the night,
in fees it claims Wright authorities across Norwithheld from the founda- thwest Tennessee checktion in violation of his ed reports of funnel cloud
sightings.
employment contract.
The suit contends that
At 10 p.m. CST, law enthe term "clinical in- forcement officials in
come" is not adequately Obion County reported
defined in the contract spotting two tornadoes
Wright signed in between Troy and HornFebruary 1980.
-beak. Shortly after 11:30

UK doctor files suit
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Dr. Ballard D.
Wright, embroiled in a
dispute with the University of Kentucky over his
private income, has filed
a lawsuit asking that he
be allowed to keep money
he received for testifying
in black-lung claims
hearings.
Wright resigned
Wednesday as director of
UK's black-lung clinic
and as chairman of the
medical school's
anesthesiology department.
The suit filed Thursday
in Fayette Circuit Court
names UK and the Kentucky Medical Services
Foundation as defen-

DR. GORDON LOBERGER was presented an honorary mem rkip by Murray High School Chapter of Future Homemakers of America. Making the presentation was his daughter,Lynne Loberger,FHA chapter president.

p.m., winds clocked at 70
mph whipped along Tennessee Highway 89 between Sharon and
Dresden, Obion County
officials said.
Carol Martin and her
daughter were home
alone when their house —
in a subdivision three
miles east of Martin —
was hit by high winds.
"I heard this horrible,
horrible noise," Mrs.
Martin said. "I can't
describe it — a whoosh,.
but it was incredibly
loud."
The roof was torn from
the house, but Mrs. Martin and her daughter
escaped unharmed by
taking shelter in a
bathroom in the center of
the house. Mrs. Martin
said she suspected a tornado caused the damage,
but said she never saw a
funnel cloud.
"We didn't venture to
look at anything," she
said. "When I did look
outside, all I saw was my
200-year-old trees laying
across my driveway. You
might not believe this,
but it blew the hubcaps
off my truck."
There were power
outages, downed trees
and flash floods in sections of Memphis, but no
major damage.
The hardest hit area
was in Dyer County,
where four to five houses

were destroyed and about
a dozen damaged in the
Crenshaw Subdivision on
old Tennessee Highway
51 North between
Dyersburg and Newbern.
-It was just pretty
widespread damage in
the subdivision," said
paramedic Sammy
Buchanan of the
Parkview Emergency
Ambulance Service.
"The roofs were blown in...the walls were bucked
out, shifted around on the
foundation. It's just
amazing there's no injuries.'
Evelyn Brasfield, a
resident of Crenshaw
Subdivision, said a
twister brought her house
down around her and her
children. The tornado —
which touched down at
7:33 p.m., according to
the National Weather
Service — also shattered
windows at businesses,
destroyed a garage at a
house, toppled trees and
knocked down power
lines in Dyersburg.
Neither Mrs. Brasfield
nor her children were injured.
"We heard on the radio
that there was a tornado
headed toward Dyer
County," she said. "We
all took shelter in the
hallway. There was this
big loud whistling. Then,
it just blowed everything
down."

by other Catholic groups
in the mountains over the
last 30 years, some
residents are not eager to
see the region again
spotlighted as a pocket of
poverty.
"We're not povertystricken back in here,"
said I.D. Back of
Blackey, a coal-company
employee. "The coal
business has slowed down
some, but there's no
poverty here unless people want it to be here.
Some kind of thrive on
it."
The mission will be the
seventh established in the
United States by Mother
Theresa's order, Missionaries of Charity.
While the exact role of
the mission will be decided after missionaries
determine the area's
needs, church officials in
the Diocese of Covington
said the decision to locate
in Jenkins came after
church officials toured
Letcher, Floyd, Pike and

Knott counties in March.
The Rev. Ralph
Beiting, of Martin, said
the order has been interested in establishing a
mission in Appalachia for
at least four years
because it has
"worldwide stature."
"It's not their intention
to call attention to the
fact that this is a poverty
area," Beiting said.
'That's the farthest thing
from their minds. We're
here because we would
rather be here than
anyplace else. Sure,
there's poverty, but we
also pointed out this is not
a homogeneous society.
There's poor people, but
there's also wealthy people."
The mission would
reportedly begin with a
staff of four nuns, at least
two of them Americans.
Ted Brisky, general
manager of Beth-Elkhorn
Coal Co. in Jenkins, called the mission "the
greatest thing that could

happen."
Brisky assisted church
officials in locating sites
for the mission.
Some residents may
believe that receiving the
mission is a dubious
honor since its connection
to Mother Theresa and
her work in Calcutta
would do little to improve
the image of Appalachia,
he noted.
Brisky said he also
takes offense at anyone
calling Appalachia poor,
but said it is the order's
practice to minister "oneon-one" to patients.
"They give a helping
hand," he said. "If someone is sick or needs someone to come in and
help, the order is there to
help."
Both Brisky and
Beiting said the order's
decision to locate in
Jenkins may have been
because of what they
described as a "very
warm feeling" in the
community.

Policeman walks off with high school's explosive acid
ROCKFORD, Mich.
(AP) — High school ofwere stumped over
how to dispose of a potentially explosive bottle of
acid until a police lieutenant put the bottle in his
pocket and calmly walked out of the buildhig.
Its all over," said
Frank Pierce waving to
watching firefighters and
policemen as
carried
out a small bottle that
had the explosive potential of up to four sticks of
dynamite.
Chemical disposal companies had refused to
remove the volatile vial
;5.cric acid, so Pierce,

deputy chief of the Grand
Rapids Police Department and a Medal of
Honor recipient for
heroism in World War II,
volunteered for the chore,
Rockford High School
Principal Wilbur Sinclare
said Friday.
The bottle apparently
had gone unnoticed for 10
years until it was
discovered Thursday
afternoon by a chemistry
teacher on a laboratory
storage room shelf,
Sinclare said. Most
students were gone an
hour later and the officials canceled afterschool classes.

Starts April 1st For tornoted Time

The compound is
relatively safe when mixed with water but
becomes a fairly powerful explosive if the water
evaporates, said Richard
Atkinson, professor of
chemistry at Grand
Valley State College. The
acid had only crystalized
around the stopper,
authorities said.
School officials called a
chemical disposal company to remove the bottle
but the company "didn't
have a license to dispose
of it and they advised me
to call a police bomb
squad," Sinclare said.
The police were

stumped at first, too.
"We were told that it
was extremely unstable
and could go off at any
minute," said Rockford
Police Lt. Victor Truax.
Pierce arrived at the
scene Thursday evening.
"He walked in there
and picked it up off the
shelf," Rockford reserve
police officer Dave
Damoth said. "He looked
at it and said,'Oh yeah, I
can take care of it,' and
stuck it in his pocket."
Pierce took the bottle
behind the school, where
he dumped it in a bucket
of water.
Afterward, he stopped

only briefly to talk to a
reporter. "They had
some picric acid they
were scared of, so I took
care of it," he said.
"Picric acid in that state
can be a highly unstable
substance with tremendous explosive potential.
"They had a right to be
worried," he said as he
drove away.
Pierce, a Navy pharmacist's mate in the battle for the island of Iwo
Jima in the Pacific during World War II, was
awarded the Medal of
Ijonor after he risked his
life to rescue a number of
wounded comrades.
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